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ferred gene is patented. Fruits and vegetables now come labeled with
a number stuck on each piece or package in order to track the genetic
variations of produce that might otherwise look very much the same to
the eye. Check out the produce section of your local grocery store!

The Fourth Babushka Mini-Egg

Prologue: The Seven Seals of Revelation?
In today’s age of electronic multimedia, we have become conditioned to information overload. It has become increasingly difficult to discern distracting headlines from what is important,
life-impacting news. Often we do not pay attention to some of
the most important things that are happening in the world unless we
see a big fire on our own block that gets our attention.
In fact, the very survival of the human race is at stake. Soon no one will
be able to ignore the very serious threats that have already begun to
shake our daily lives. Honestly, unless your personal well-being has already been upset or inconvenienced by the rapid changes taking place
in the world today, you are probably too involved in your own busy
life to be paying attention. Please read this short Babushka story and
be informed. We are under serious attack by an uncontrolled flood of
technological change in agriculture known as GMOs.
Why are GMOs so dangerous to the biological well being of both humans and all life on earth? Why are honeybees and many other insect
and bird species dying out, some becoming extinct?
The real depth and extent of GMO related problems has been concealed
from the public by governments indebted to huge corporate interests. This
small Babushka book will teach you simple principles of genetic science and
technology so that you will better understand what is being done to our
food. Unless you don’t need to eat, you had better know about this issue!
Criminal scientists have spliced out the natural immune system safeguards found inside each biological cell with devastating consequences to
the environment. They have removed the embedded genetic intelligence
stored in every cell, which protects the cell from cross fertilization with
other species and immunizes it from deadly viruses by denying them
entrance into the cell’s nucleus where the genetic material is stored.
Each cell was designed with an immune system controlled by an implanted policeman to keep the species’ hereditary characteristics from being
attacked by the thousands of deadly bacteria and viruses roaming about
the environment. Greedy genetic scientists wanted to insert foreign genes
into food crop seeds. It has taken powerful technology to transfer the
genes and chromosomes not natural to a species across the forbidden barrier set up by the ever watchful eyes of the built-in policemen processes
that preserve the specie. But eventually, science succeeded in being able
to genetically modify a cell’s or seed’s DNA by splicing out or penetrating
the cell’s protective defenses against foreign genetic material.
Today, big seed and chemical companies can mix and match genes like
treats in a candy store. Why are fish genes embedded in tomatoes, for
example? To keep track of the money earning potential, every transPage 4
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Genetically modified foods provide questionable to dangerous “benefits” to the consumer but much higher profits for the agribusiness corporate giants. Every patented gene provides a reason to charge another
fee to the farmer. Of course, that fee must be paid to the corporation that
originally inserted the foreign gene thus modifying the genetic material
of the vegetable or fruit.
The FDA should have enforced labeling laws to tell us what genetic material is hiding in every fruit and vegetable sold to the public. They do
not do so because most people will not want to buy and eat genetically
modified foods if they have the choice.
Today, when we buy produce from the store, we do not know what is
embedded in it. There could be pesticides, hormones, artificial colors,
synthetic tastes and antibiotics systemically embedded into the cells of
the food plants. They should be disclosed in truthful labels, but the FDA
will not enforce existing laws, favoring powerful special interests with
big money instead. The rest you can imagine yourself. A US Senator got
caught with dollars packaged in his freezer as seen on the TV news.
When we eat good food we feel well. When we eat rotten food, we get
sick. Not only is this common sense, it follows the natural laws of cause
and effect. When there is a delay or a lengthy period of time between the
cause and effect, people may miss the connection altogether or ignore it
for now out of immediate need to eat cheaply. Eating food that has been
genetically modified may be consuming an embedded “poison” that
will eventually cause some kind of disease or biological malfunction
that means a person dies sooner than he or she normally would – and
perhaps more painfully.
People around the world now face a dilemma. Since 2000 - just eight years
ago, the use of biological technology has grown so rapidly that now 95%
of all vegetables sold in America have been genetically modified and permanently changed. Their natural policeman of the immune intelligence
system have been removed, spliced out as evidenced by the numbers stuck
on every fruit and vegetable sold by your neighborhood grocery store.
Besides big corporations, hundreds of lawyers are lined up at the money trough of GMO feed. Furthermore, I believe that the consumption
of GMO foods makes people and animals more vulnerable to deadly
bacteria or viruses in fulfillment of Bible prophecy, which predicts 1/3
of the population dying from malnutrition, diseases or plagues. I think
many of them are linked to the food we are eating.
When He broke the third seal, I heard the third living creature saying, “Come.” I looked, and behold, a
black horse; and he who sat on it had a pair of scales
in his hand.
And I heard something like a voice in the center of
the four living creatures saying, “A quart of wheat for
Copyright © 2008 Faith in the Future Foundation
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a denarius, and three quarts of barley for a denarius;
and do not damage the oil and the wine.”

not spared this year. My manager used a new herbicide so dangerous
that it has destroyed 77% of this year’s grape harvest, which has limited
my retirement income big time.

When the Lamb broke the fourth seal, I heard the
voice of the fourth living creature saying, “Come.” I
looked, and behold, an ashen horse; and he who sat
on it had the name Death; and Hades was following
with him Authority was given to them over a fourth
of the earth, to kill with sword and with famine and
with pestilence and by the wild beasts of the earth.
(Revelation 6:5-8.)
The laws of physics never sleep. Just listen to the NEWS shows announcing billion dollar damages to farmers due to spoiled or diseased
food crops. These losses are growing. In fact, the prophesied picture of
worldwide starvation is already coming into focused reality. Remember
the news coverage of the problems with spinach in California? At least 28
people died from E-coli bacteria, and another 135 needed kidney transplants. Government experts blamed cows on the hill thinking that uninformed or ignorant people can be told fairytales to cover up their crimes.
In July 2008 front page news reported that 1,000 people got horribly sick
with salmonella – supposedly due to tomatoes. The livid farmers shut
down by an ignorant government bureaucracy were prevented from harvesting their tomatoes. Later, the truth came out that the real problem
involved jalapeño peppers. Meanwhile, tons of tomatoes were left rotting
in the field costing billions of dollars. Just as the tomatoes were not the
cause, I do not think that the cows were either. The reason for the spinach
salmonella outbreak has been hidden from a gullible public not outraged
enough to demand answers. I suspect genetic manipulation. It is this kind
of problem grown larger that will cause increasing food shortages until
the prophecies are fulfilled.
On 7/21/08 San Francisco Bay Area Channel 7 announced that Jalapeños
were contaminated with salmonella. They said experts cannot figure
out where or how the salmonella contamination occurred. They have
looked at the farmers’ fields, process distribution centers and at the end
of the distribution chain of our local grocery shelves. That kind of scary
announcement will become more frequent because the government can
no longer cover up the crimes of corporations like Monsanto that have
violated God’s laws against genetic modification1.
Politicians and their expert advisors increasingly blamed the growing
shortage and high cost of food on high gasoline prices. I guess there
were no cows nearby to use as an excuse this time. Even more alarming, I have read regular reports on how honeybees are dying in massive
numbers. Without honeybees, food shortages will only grow. Perhaps
by 2009, the truth will come out when experts can no longer deny the
loss of a 30 billion dollar crop due to a shortage of bees.
Other farmers complained about a strange, new fungus blight that ruined their 2008 corn harvest. Perplexed scientists wondered why it did
not respond to powerful chemical treatment. Even my vineyard was
1 God sent an asteroid that totally destroyed human civilization on 5 February 2287 BC because
the pre-Flood peoples were messing with Genetic Modification. This asteroid strike began
Noah’s Flood and destroyed what the Greeks called Atlantis – known for its highly advanced
technology. Check out the third Babushka book for proof from science.
Page 6
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To make things worse, I no longer see my humming birds visiting my
feeder. There used to be over 50 fighting to get a place at the sugar
bar, but they have suddenly disappeared. All dead, I guess. Did GMOs
play a role in their disappearance? Many farmers find themselves at the
brink of bankruptcy. They trusted the big corporations and government
agencies because they did not understand the invisible GMO dangers
to the health of their crops and customers. These problems are gathering speed along with the increasing sickness of many people in my
neighborhood - none of this is yet in the news.
The medical profession is perplexed about the many new diseases they
have never seen before. Hospitals fight super-bugs that do not respond
to conventional medicines. This kind of problem will also accelerate in a
crescendo until it breaks like a dam producing massive death as prophesied in the Bible. The coming Apocalypse 2008-2015 is announced, and
it is certain to take place. If you mess with God’s creation, don’t make
Him angry by destroying the earth for the next generation. Don’t blame
Him for the food shortages and many premature deaths from horrible
diseases soon to increase to plague levels.
Let’s be informed about what is done behind Monsanto’s closed doors.
Let’s press the corrupt FDA to do its job and protect the public instead
of catering to big corporations more concerned with profit than with
screwing up our food. It will not matter after you are sick or dead. Soon
eating GMO food will be the only choice in the market. Perhaps after
you are dead someone could sue the lawyers for compensation.
Looking back on my own life, I have witnessed nuclear explosions and
lived through the destruction of World War II, yet a bigger fire now burns
out control that will affect every human being on this earth. A reckless,
uncontrolled explosion of GMO technology has created an urgency in
me to share with you my analysis of a few selected magazine articles that
expose how GMO’s affect every society on this planet. I am not an expert
in genetics, but I have learned lessons from nature that I have applied
over the years to solving hi-tech problems with new inventions. I hope
that you will grasp the importance of what I report in these pages.
We may be running out of time - literally, and it is possible that you
and I will not survive to see the next generation. Please forgive an old
retired scientist from Germany seeing what is urgent. My English is
not the best, and I do not have time or funding for a professional editor
to smooth out this report. Hopefully, some one more gifted will also
write to warn people of the coming events we all must face. Since most
people do not object to eating genetically modified food, I would hope
that reader will forgive my genetically modified English, which is not
always so perfect. Just realize that here you will get my honest opinions
and concerns, copied and collected from science and news magazine
articles that I want to pass on for what it is worth.
As an inventor of high technology, I see the world from a dual railroad
perspective, which is better balanced as a system. One rail is science,
Copyright © 2008 Faith in the Future Foundation
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and the other is a Bible-based faith. We need to understand both our
physical world and the spiritual side of man, so a dual railroad makes
more sense. Observing the two-rail laws of cause and effect will cause
changes in the physical world for the better or worse. Looking from a
historic perspective of an ancient 4,000-year-old book - the Bible, we
can use it as a set of guideposts or railway stations to comprehend what
humanity has accomplished and where we are going.

famine, and pestilence, and by the wild animals (bacteria/virus) of the earth. (Revelation 6:7-8, NRSV)

So my gene technology book is presented from a dual rail perspective.
Its initial introduction is focuses on the Bible technology rail as compared to the second rail of GMO technology. Both are valid if you want
to see our world from a balanced systems viewpoint. By applying oldfashioned logic trained to think like standing in the middle of a 360˚
movie theater and looking around at the big picture of what is happening. It is the opposite approach to the lazy tunnel vision of most. Two
rails are more balanced. One rail is not very stable.

A Bible Rail
Genetically Modified Organisms - GMOs are a bigger threat to human
survival than terrorists or nuclear bombs from the Middle East. The public is asleep to this great danger that is destroying the nutritional value
of all food on earth. The result will be human extinction if God does not
intervene. Therefore, let me first reflect from the Bible rail on the spiritual
side of the GMOs’ attack on the natural environment to understand my
statement. The spiritual side of humanity is not allowed in our universities and the news media avoid mentioning it; therefore, we are blinded
from seeing the obvious. I prefer to look in the Bible first and see what
is prophesied to happen. When we connect prophecy with the spiritual
side of man, we can more clearly understand the world around us with
360˚ vision and hopefully exchange it for our tunnel vision.
When I rearranged the mixed up pages of Revelation in the Bible with the
Hebrew Alphabet Number System, the sequence of events became much
clearer to me, and I began to understand a thousand-year old prophecy
puzzle. I wrote two books about that, much to consternation of monorail
theologians because it threatened many of their cherished doctrines.
As I was finishing my fourth mini-Babushka doll or Russian Egg book,
Genetic Modification Exposed, an idea hit me square in the face. Understanding Revelation with a new perspective and lining it up with
the latest technical advances in gene technology plainly indicates that
the environment is collapsing rapidly - like uncorking the genie bottle
or Humpty Dumpty falling off the wall to be forever broken. It came
to me that the four apocalyptic riders mentioned in Revelation is not
God punishing the world for its evil. Instead, they are manmade trials,
consequences of evil and plagues of self-destruction. They include the
destruction of the environment through GMO technology.
When he opened the fourth seal, I heard the voice of
the fourth living creature call out, “Come!” I looked
and there was a pale green horse! Its rider’s name was
Death, and Hades followed with him; they were given
authority over a fourth of the earth, to kill with sword,
Page 8
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Notice the key words “come” and “green” for each horse called out as I
finish and insert a sentence to explain why:
“Come and see what the earthlings are doing to my earth.”
Now you can witness in the next verse on what is happening after, a
mode to describe a transport system or transformations, which is pale
“Green.” We even use that term today to indicate organically grown
plants, but here in Revelation the pale green horse represents the famines and diseases that will come from using GMO technology on various food crops and other biological plants in nature.
Then the 5th Seal shows many executed people under God’s throne.
These are the folks who dared to speak out against the brutal, atheistic
technology that is destroying the environment even as it makes megacorporations billions. Ultimately, GMOs will be one of the primary
causes for the coming mass starvation of humanity together with war
and violent conflicts resulting in the deaths of billions of people. If John
in Revelation would have been trained in GMO technology, he would
have added the following words to Revelation’s 5th Seal: the beheaded
saints ask God:
How long will you look on and see your world destroyed? Don’t you see that we are not able to support
the next generation because our food is genetically
screwed up with terminator genes embedded in every
food plant? Even the naturally intelligent protection
system has been removed from all seed cells! Save us
before every food grown on this earth becomes extinct!
Today hi-tech GMO foods can be seen in local food stores everywhere.
GMOs irreversibly change the food value of every fruit and vegetable.
They are already causing massive extinctions of insect and animal life
as well as the deaths of people, such as those who ate spinach grown in
California a little while ago. The laws of cause and effect are ever activated. They never stop or go on vacation, so it is just a matter of when
the GMO food chain collapses resulting in massive starvation and causing global conflicts, including nuclear war. Yes, the consequences of
producing and distributing GMO seeds, planting them and selling their
harvest could end all life on this globe.
Horrible, manmade pestilence is mentioned in the scriptures. The Bible
predicts that the rider of pale green apocalyptic horse symbolizes the
deaths of one third of the world’s population. Recently, American genetic scientists dug up a graveyard from the Middle Ages in order to
recover the genetic material from the deadly viruses and bacteria connected with the Black Death or plague in Europe. Modern biogenetic
technology is taking this genetic material to increase the potency of currently produced bio-chemical bombs for the US military without telling
the public about it. God is allowing what humanity has created to teach
our generations about the effects of evil GMO technology. Along with
this evidence from science, the biblical prophets of John and Zechariah
accurately described the last Armageddon conflict against Jerusalem
Copyright © 2008 Faith in the Future Foundation
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coming very soon as including horrible biological plagues. These are
two witnesses we can trust to establish truth.

earth like the previously Atlantis civilization disappeared in Noah’s age
as referenced by Jesus 2,000 years ago. Watch people start the apocalypse with the nuclear destruction of New York on 9 February 2009, and
God will end it on 17 September 2015 with an asteroid3 already in orbit
820 days around the sun that will break up in our atmosphere.

So the first angel went and poured his bowl on the
earth, and a foul and painful sore came on those who
had the mark of the beast and who worshiped its image. (Revelation 16:2, NRSV)
This shall be the plague with, which the Lord will
strike all the peoples that wage war against Jerusalem:
their flesh shall rot while they are still on their feet;
their eyes shall rot in their sockets, and their tongues
shall rot in their mouths.
And a plague like this plague shall fall on the horses, the
mules, the camels, the donkeys, and whatever animals
may be in those camps. (Zechariah14:12-15, NRSV).
Mankind’s insanity, and not God, will launch the Apocalypse with gene
warfare. At the last battle of Armageddon, the soldiers’ eyes will rot
out while the people are still alive! About 6½ years earlier, an exchange
of nuclear bombs controlled from space wiped out many Arabic cities,
and its accompanying nuclear fallout contaminated much of the earth.
These bombs were sent in retaliation for a successful nuclear terrorist
attack against New York City. (Check out my book, Apocalypse Prophesied.) Even dates for major events of the last days are now announced
on the Internet2. God sees what is happening on earth. Because of the
massive outbreaks of nuclear poisons and GMO diseases caused by a
humanity gone totally corrupt, he will need to personally intervene in
order to save humanity.
Then we will see God’s finger in the sky as it is answered in Revelation
seals number six and seven:
When he opened the sixth seal, I looked, and there
came a great earthquake; the sun became black as
sackcloth, the full moon became like blood, and the
stars of the sky fell to the earth as the fig tree drops
its winter fruit when shaken by a gale. The sky vanished like a scroll rolling itself up, and every mountain and island was removed from its place. Then the
kings of the earth and the magnates and the generals
and the rich and the powerful, and everyone, slave
and free, hid in the caves and among the rocks of the
mountains, calling to the mountains and rocks, “Fall
on us and hide us from the face of the one seated on
the throne and from the wrath of the Lamb; for the
great day of their wrath has come, and who is able to
stand?” (Revelation 6:12-17, NRSV)
God now stops humanity’s insanity gone amuck and saves his world as
described in Daniel’s 1,260-day prophecy. He will use in a mini counteroffensive apocalypse, like an emergency surgery, to save humanity from
the beast coming out from a wounded and stressed out earth. God’s
Wrath is now provoked to the limit in order to stop our destructive
behavior. God will destroy our present civilization because of its great
evil, but He will save a worthy remnant of all nations to continue on His
2 The first Babushka egg: Apocalypse Prophesied, From Eden to New Jerusalem-God’s plan
for humanity, www.apocalypse2008-2015.com.
Page 10
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The third angel blew his trumpet, and a great star
fell from heaven, blazing like a torch, and it fell on
a third of the rivers and on the springs of water.
(Revelation 8:10, NRSV)
In this way, God will save His world all within the time cycles prophesied by of Daniel’s 70 Weeks, seven-year Apocalypse as the ancient
calendars and clocks from other cultures have verified:
21 December 2008 - 21 December 2015
The World doomsday clock now set at 12 o’clock. The hour has arrived
and is even indicated on ancient clocks now deciphered, like the AztecHebrew-Chinese-Antikythera clocks you can read about in my third
Babushka book, Asteroid Answers to Ancient Calendar Mysteries.
Bible prophecy can now be better understood due to the rearranging of
Revelation’s mixed-up pages along with this incredible testimony from
ancient clocks and calendars from around the world.
In Revelation, the Beast system comes from the sea [nations] and ends
with another Beast system coming from the earth [nature]. It is all connected with Sixth Seal as God’s answer to save our earth with an asteroid
event. He will remove all evil perpetrators of a modern global society
totally corrupted and gone amuck on [10 September 2015] similar to what
happened before in Noah’s day. In the process, He will burn up all GMO
aberrations to restore good food given to humanity. Even now, several
heavily protected seed banks exist to continue the seeds naturally developed from the original creation. Some are saved on a Norway island
fault4 like a boat in Noah’s time for the future generations.
God is not a crazy, out of control tyrant. He is slow to anger and loving,
always reacting with patience and evaluating the alternative favorable
for humanity, but he must sometimes stop our madness with drastic measures to keep us from destroying ourselves with technology that does not
benefit humanity. This has happened occasionally in history when He
had to do stop or slow down human folly with natural calamities.
As Creator with a good business sense, he is continually evaluating
globally what is happening to his earth. The course of history must conform to his original plan for humanity that you can read about in the
first Babushka egg book on the Internet. Adjustment is needed when
humanity chooses the wrong path heading into destruction of his earth
and needs God’s correction. Checkout his manual written in Revelation,
the last book of the Bible, which ends with hope for a future generation
but this time many more surviving then eight people in Noah’s time.
The Seventh Seal-Seventh Trumpet concluded by announcing a birth3 “Killer Asteroid Coming our Way,” Popular Mechanics, December 2006. “Incoming (an
asteroid prediction),” by Gregory Mone, Popular Science, September 2003.
4 The World’s Agricultural Legacy Gets A Safe Home, Vault on Arctic Isle Would Protect Seeds,
By Rick Weiss, Monday, June 19, 2006; Page A01, http://www.washingtonpost.com/wpdyn/content/article/2006/06/18/AR2006061800950.html.
Copyright © 2008 Faith in the Future Foundation
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day of a new civilization, the millennial reign of Jesus, which will last
1,000 years without war and harmful technology that destroys the environment. Read Revelation from a different perspective.5

GMO Technology Causes Global Food
Supply Collapse
Now let’s look at the other rail of physical science. I am not a
professor or employee of a GMO company to be permitted to
pass through special locked doors of secret laboratories around
the globe to tell you about the black magic of gene technology.
What I print here is gleaned from recently published magazines. Articles appearing here and there shocked me to my bones. Not being
a writer and good in English, I was nevertheless compelled to speak
out and put it together as a concept to understand what is kept from
the public, hidden by the FDA, the government and the corporations
screwing up our food.
The public is left totally in the dark what is happening to our familiar
food chain and do not understand why so many die and become sick
with strange diseases never heard before. Being prevented to checkout
hidden scientific genetic practices, I had to rely more on the extraterrestrial intuition side like looking from a dual perspective railroad analogy
science and religion, which is more balanced. That gave me some insight to share of what is covered up by our FDA government, universities and special interest powerful global corporation keeping the public
in the dark to keep their black magic undetected.

Genetically Modified Organisms
(Quoting a September 19, 2006 letter.6)
There are many good reasons to obtain food supplies now. The United
States has become a net importer of food for the first time in its history.
Remember also that the major foods grown and exported by the U.S. are
GMO wheat, corn and soy, which are very deleterious to human health.
One of the very dangerous programs that has been instituted in the United States without any valid research is genetically modified food GMO.
Huge changes in our food have been made by this new technology.
A piece of DNA can be taken from one plant and spliced into the DNA
of another plant. Even more alarming, DNA can now be transplanted
into different species. Human beings are currently being exposed to
new foods from plants containing pieces of DNA from bacteria, viruses, fungi. Naturally the incidence of allergic reactions to these foreign
strange foods is rapidly rising. World famous geneticist Dr. Mae-Wan
Ho states that the insertion of foreign genes into the host gene pool has
long been known to have many harmful effects including cancer in the
recipient organism.”
That information is one year old and already obsolete. Matters are a lot scarier now - even
just looking at one rail from Bible prophecy, rejected by science. As an introduction to GMO
technology, I will include a letter written to the Mendocino Supervisors:

An Open Letter to Mendocino Board of
Supervisors

The Bible, like a mirror reflection, reveals reality only you the reader
can interpret the lines in your face not seen by others. Being disturbed
that I no longer can make my favored German ethnic food screwed up
by Frankenstein gene technologist I get the answers from magazines I
read revealing secrets from the experts. My conclusions therefore are
only one opinion of many, but you do with that information and delineate truth from fiction but hope you will apply and use a dual railroad for balance. My journey of discomfort started in writing a letter to
the governing board in Mendocino, an agricultural county of Northern
California.

(11-11-06)

Mendocino is surrounded with vineyards and redwood forests along
the Pacific oceans a nice place to live. But if you can no longer buy your
favored food in the market, that is another matter and should concern
you, too. Let’s start on a journey of reading magazine articles to explain
the GMO fire burning into a volcanic eruption. Let’s read some articles
written by various people who define GMO and reveal serious matters
of life and death concern for all humanity.

Kendall Smith

Board of Supervisors Office
501 Low Gap Road, Room 1090
Ukiah, CA 95482
Michael Delbar
Jim R. Wattenburger
Hal Wagenet
J. David Colfax
Reference: Mendocino County Tax Revenue Loss & Agricultural Ordinances
Dear Honorable Board of Supervisors,
Mendocino County has historically led our nation in preserving its agricultural heritage for future generations. It has done so by making wise
choices in designing regulations for the general welfare that also protects small organic farmers from the unfair practices of big corporations
and other special interest groups.

5 The second Babushka book, Mystery of Tammuz 17, available on the internet in four languages, tells of a newly
discovered Hebrew Alphabet Number System that dates the Apocalypse. www.apocalypse2008-2015.com
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6 CONSIDER STORING FOOD NOW, By Dr.James Howenstine, MD., September 19, 2006,
NewsWithViews.com..
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My concerns are the unfair economic pressures being placed on local
grocery stores that dictate what they can sell in our county. Mendocino
County has laws on the books that are supposed to protect organic farmers, but these good laws are to no avail due to a serious loophole in their
structure. This loophole is now being used extensively by huge corporation to economically shut down the last remnant of organic farmers in
our county. This trend globally threatens to permanently destroy a way
of life we all remember. The health of our community is at stake!

Please notice that most fruit and vegetables have now a little sticker
label pasted on with a control number. This control number serves two
purposes:

What is this problem that threatens to completely
destroy our agricultural well-being?

For example, when a spinach field in San Jose, California recently
caused several deaths due to bacterial/viral contamination, it made
headlines to unsuspecting consumers who trust in our food growth and
distribution system. Most people are not educated about the chemicals
now used for pesticides and herbicides. They do not know how these
chemicals are systemically imbedded in seeds, which then reproduce
those chemicals in plants we eat to become biologically antiseptic.

Less then three US corporations control the future food supply of our
earth through their monopolistic mass marketing of genetically modified seeds and food known as GMOs. It has now reached the point that
they are changing every fruit and vegetable you are familiar with because they have bought up almost all of the independent seed companies worldwide.
Part of their greedy strategy is to insert terminator genes in most fruit and
vegetable seeds so as to make farmers absolutely dependant on them. By
imbedding terminator genes into food, these mega corporations not only
control every farmer by requiring them to pay a license fee to buy their
seed originally (even if only one patent protected gene is imbedded), but
now farmers cannot collect seed from their own crops. They must buy
seed from these big companies every time they want to plant.
Because terminator genes keep the crops grown from producing any
of their own seeds that can germinate next time around when planted,
we are headed to a time of massive global starvation. As of this writing,
scientists are already seeing failures in India’s rice production, and the
Japanese government restricts agricultural imports from the US. If even
one of those corporations goes bankrupt (like Enron, for example), then
farmers would not be able to find original, non-GMO seeds anywhere.
They will not be able to plant another crop to feed us. This will have a
horrendous affect on our society bigger, perhaps, then even a terrorist
strike with nuclear bombs.
Let me give you some facts. First, an illustration of what we are dealing with: think of a mermaid in a city park in a fountain. Question: “Is
the mermaid a human being or a fish?” If we cannot decide right off,
then we follow it through with more questions like, “If it has no arms,
would it be fish?” You may counter, “But that is mythology, and we live
in a real world!” Then let me ask you a couple questions from the real
world, “Why do we have fish genes imbedded in tomatoes without being labeled? Where do we stop?”
Go to any supermarket, like a Safeway or Costco, and check out what
you will actually find there in the produce section. This is the real world
and not ancient mysteries. Mendocino County has laws on the book,
which allegedly protect local and regional organic farmers, but what
do we see on the shelves?

1. So that lawyers can check out genes imbedded to make sure a license fee is paid, and (This other reason is vastly more important.)
2. The sticker number identifies the source of the cause of illness or
death from when people eat such modified products.

The idea sold to farmers is that they can save money from not buying and applying dangerous pesticides because the pesticide is now
genetically imbedded in the seeds and plants, which grow from those
seeds. Consumers are not told that genetically embedded pharmacy
seeds used by one farmer can pollute or spread to neighboring fields
by natural means. In other words organic crops can be involuntarily
subjected to contaminated pollen and their economic and nutritional
value destroyed by a neighbor’s choice of GMOs.
This means that consumers choosing organic fruits and vegetables may
unknowingly eat biologically inserted, drug-laden foods without knowing it. Let me state it again in other words. Many drugs are now produced by genetically imbedding complex chemical proteins into corn
or soybeans, for instance. As the plants grow, they biologically manufacture pharmaceutical drugs cheaply that may be especially designed
to treat heart ailments or kidney diseases. Healthy people should never
eat such drugs as a by-product of enjoying corn or soybeans. Wind and
weather, animals, birds and deer population will transfer genetically
laded pollen from field to field. The end result is that people will be
ignorantly consuming potentially harmful pharmaceutical chemicals.
The danger is particularly great for those already taking some doctor
prescribed drugs.
I am sure you have read about or seen the reports of wild birds, deer
and other animal deaths in the wild. There have been similar deaths
of domesticated animals like chickens, ducks and geese. Then there is
the increased frequency of unreported mad cow disease cases. What
you do not hear anything about on TV is the cause of these outbreaks
because the FDA is not doing their job of protecting the consumer. They
ignore the appropriate Federal laws and do not respect our local Mendocino laws. The media is careful about not reporting these controversial issues because they need the advertising dollars from these huge
corporations, who also spend millions to lobby Congress and the public
so that they do not lose their licenses; therefore the consumer is not
protected and kept ignorant.
Let’s examine the existing laws spelled out to protect the consumer. For
example, in every cookie, cake, or product sold in supermarkets must
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carry legally defined labels listing their contents. So when we check
out our favored cookie at Safeway, we may find 30 or more chemical
ingredients mentioned in label. Honestly, I have no idea why they put
all of those chemicals in a cookie, but because of the label, I can choose
not to buy it.

ple weeds has now become extinct together with fish, insects, butterflies and other wild life. I see a culture dying in front of our eyes, and
the citizens are individually unable to control such evils. You must take
action to preserve our 1000-year old food crops in their original genetic
form for our future generations, or our grandchildren will be deprived
of the decent food their grandfather ate.

But let me ask a question? Why is the Federal labeling laws not applied
to genetically modified foods (GMOs)? Many other nations do.
As an example, why do GMO onions cost $1.75/ lb now? They are way too
large for my kitchen use. Many are bigger then an oversized grapefruit
and no longer taste like onions. Yet I can find onions without the sticker
in a Mexican small market, which still taste like onions and cost only 25
cent/lb. We need to keep these small markets available to the public.
Have you noticed that potatoes turn green after only four weeks in your
storage at home? Producers pump them full of gas to preserve their
white color, and then as they lose this bleaching gas, they turn green.
Just try making German dumplings with them! The raw potato dumplings dissolve into a gray soup rather then swim delightfully on top of
clear boiling water?
In regards to meat, I have heard that bacon has imbedded horse genes in
it to reduce the fat? Look at it yourself. Some sliced beacon looks more
like red beef jerky to me instead of the pork bellies I have seen all my
life. I ask the question, “at what point does the insertion of alien genetic
material change the identity of the animal or plant? Does bacon with
50% horse genes violate federal labeling laws? I thought that horsemeat
is not allowed to be sold for human consumption in this county, but
why is it allowed in bacon? Why can I no longer buy original pork with
fat? Why do I need to add butter to the pan in order to fry bacon? Do
you know what the unusual red color in bacon is?
Think about the Jewish and Muslim people who are not informed about
the genetic manipulation of the meat they are eating. How can it be kosher or halal if the meat is imbedded with unclean animals? Our huge
commercial interests show no respect for these religiously based dietary
laws, yet the free practice of religion is protected by our federal constitution. Why does the FDA not tell the consumer about what has been
added to the cow genes? Check out the beef on the shelf in your Safeway
supermarket and notice that the fat is now red or pink and no longer
marble white. Also, it is almost tasteless - something indefinable like dry
chicken or turkey instead of pork. What unknown foreign animal genes
have been inserted in it to make the cows and sheep grow twice as big?
It is expensive for me to travel to Mexico just to have the taste of original beefsteak. I can’t find any beef or lamb in my neighborhood market
anymore that doesn’t have that red fat, so I don’t buy it. Are labeling
laws only applied to those who cannot pay for lawyer fees, or do we
have local laws to protect us from corporate greed to warn us about
all these embedded chemicals and genes, which today poison our food
without our knowledge?
I could ramble on as a man of 75 years to tell the new generation what
they are missing. The wonderful ethnic kitchen that I remember with
good old-fashioned vegetables, which smelled vegetable or even simPage 16
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Organic farmers are being put out of business by gigantic factories with
mass produced food manufactured with artificial colors and flavored
with dangerous chemicals you do not want to know about. Cows in feedlots are still forced to eat animal byproducts that we know increases the
risk of mad cow disease – even though you no longer hear about it in the
news. There is a reason why Japan still doesn’t buy American produced
beef or rice. Will these artificial Frankenstein foods fool people forever?
Let me give you a last example that affects my home in this county.
The potential exists to totally devastate the Mendocino County tax
base if no controls are put into place. Time is running out! We need to
act before it is too late.
I am a retired scientist from the Bay area and became a farmer owning a
vineyard in Philo. My future projection for a wine industry is foreboding due to what I have learned since I started over 10 years ago. In about
5 years from now, we will see a gigantic screw-up in the Californian
grape growing industry similar to what happened twenty years ago.
Remember when the “experts” planted what was supposed to be a superior, genetically modified grape rootstock?
That fiasco cost billions of dollars and affected every grower - large or
small, rich or poor. I was told, as a new vineyard planter, that University of California Davis sold their entire, massive inventory of genetically
modified rootstock with the full knowledge that it was contaminated.
They knew that every vine planted would die in about 10 years. Market
conditions following that massive destruction were a primary reason why
I invested my retirement in a vineyard. Partly, I expected to make money
and partly I hoped to help save the industry. It took 20 years for the wine
industry to replace 90% of the vines in California with healthy rootstock.
Now I note that grapes are on the list for genetic modification by the
same university department. I already see vineyards covered with a
fine mesh to keep birds from transmitting these pollens to neighboring
vineyards. That is not enough to keep my vineyard and hundreds of
others’ acres from being polluted by these genetically modified grape
vines. The potential is there to destroy the production of unmodified
grapes and wines, which will totally erode property values and revenue to the county tax coffers.
Our wine industry will collapse quicker then a San Francisco earthquake tumbled high rises. It will be impossible for us to compete with
foreign wine producers who can claim original vines producing grapes
and juice not genetically modified. The California wine industry could
end up with the same frustrating problems that Mexican farmers struggle with when they find huge genetically modified gigantic corn popping up in the middle of their fields planted with traditional seed. You
Copyright © 2008 Faith in the Future Foundation
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can see their ruined fields for yourself in the magazines referenced at
the end of my letter, or you can read about it in the Sacramento Bee.

care about this world. God’s answer will be to save humanity following
seal number six and seven. Check it out.

Perry Schmeiser made on a special trip from Canada at his own expense to warn Mendocino County at the time of the previous election.
Will we listen to him? He was put out of business the same way. Will
our organic farmers follow the same destructive trail? Will foreign wine
producers invade our markets after the reputation of our own wines is
destroyed over night? Our reputation for superior, classic wines has
taken hundreds of years to build up. Why should we let genetically
modified mixed and matched vineyards destroy neighboring vineyards
through random genetic modification so that our grapes are only good
enough for a “two buck chuck” bottle?

I need to comment briefly on my previous Babushka books. Please notice
that my books about the coming prophesied apocalypse and God’s plan
for humanity were written from the perspective of a dual rail railroad. I
use that analogy to connect science with the Bible. This approach allows
us to see our modern world from a two-sided perspective, the physical
and spiritual dimension, which is more balanced than theologians or scientists expressing only a one-sided monorail, biased opinion. So again,
I will give you a dual perspective, frowned on by many in lofty closeminded places, to highlight some unusual concepts not allowed to be
discussed in universities as they connect with Bible references. I wish
we had a forum where science could be freely discussed to exchange
ideas without the interference of entrenched atheistic university priesthood forbidding and restricting like in Galileo’s time what does not fit
their entrenched (evolution) religion, which blinds you to true scientific
discovery. My opinions may therefore appear scientifically clouded as I
am only a layman philosophically struggling to understand the many
environmental problems I no longer can ignore but could cross-reference
it with the spiritual dimension the other rail for a balanced answer.

I urge our supervisors to become informed! We need to ban the planting of genetically modified grape vines. Our county needs to introduce
labeling laws for genetically modified vegetables, fruit and meat products in our county. It is the only way to slow down future disasters.
Let the consumer eat the modified food if they want, but let the information be there for us to make an informed choice! This will help an
organic farmer to preserve our produce heritage. At least it will give a
message for future generations to remember our struggle against corporate greed gone out of control, just as our patriotic ancestors fought
against the imperial powers of Europe 200 years ago.

A Scary Update, April 2007:

A Warning to 21st Century World!
When I investigated just six months of magazine and TV news
reports, I concluded that Genetic Science is accelerating at an exponential pace towards the extinction of all original seeds. What
is perhaps debatable today will be known as facts by the next generation as the 21st century civilization curse. Relentlessly continuing on its
uncontrolled path of destruction, greedy GMO engineers will totally devastate our world in about ten years. Over just the last six months of published information, I read about massive extinctions in the insect world.
When I checked the meats and vegetables at the market, I found them
so screwed up that I can no longer recognize what I am eating. Nothing
looks or tastes like it used to.
Soon we will have a Nurnberg trial repeat, but this time it will be GMO
criminals standing before a world council raising their hands and
swearing to tell the truth saying, “So help me God.” But this time God
will be the judge, and like in Noah’s days, he will poor out his wrath
on all the world because other men have caused the starvation of over 2
billion people due to genetic manipulation of foods. That is the significance of the green pale rider prophesied in Revelation.
The opening of the seven seals in heaven [Revelation 6:1-7] will signal
the end to what man is allowed doing to the environment, which is destroying the earth. That is what causes the four apocalyptic riders to appear. Do not think that this scenario is farfetched, but just read the next
magazine article published. Apply your own common sense, if you still
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Picture the ancient city of Jericho mentioned in the Bible as a 1300 BC
stronghold with fortifications impenetrable to bow and arrow technology. Nobody in their right mind would have guessed what happened next as the city’s walls came tumbling down, burying hundreds
of Amorites without survivors. The tumbling and collapsing walls of
Jericho come to my mind when reading about GMO related magazine
articles. A civilization in rebellion like Sodom and Gomorra will not
listen to God’s final message to a society gone totally corrupt, which
allowed food programmed to last for thousand generations, created for
humanity, to become extinct. Therefore, as a modern society humanity
we will now have to face God’s anger again like in Noah’s days and
experience our fortified walls falling as we ignore the ancient warning
us with Satan gloating:
God this time I won! My GMO friends screwed up
your world and spoiled it so good that your 1,000
years of prophesied peace and prosperity predicted
for the earth is history. It can never happen. Therefore,
you Almighty God, became as fallible like us, yet you
send many of us unjustly into hell.

Before that happens, wait for God’s Answer:
2008-2015

What are GMOs?
In this report looking at a two-rail perspective, I quote plenty of published magazine articles. Follow my path to understand what goes on
in our environment and begin to recognize a trend where Agricultural
Special Interests of greed, found mostly in American corporations, is
grossly misleading the public to keep them comatose as they cover-up
what is happening behind your back. To start my investigative report,
I will share with you about some genetic science that I learned from
Copyright © 2008 Faith in the Future Foundation
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magazine articles. I believe we should reinvestigate the last four E-coli
outbreak [December 2006 reported in May 20, 2007], which smells of a
perfect cover-up example for uncontrolled pharmacy genes7 imbedded
in modified vegetables, that the Frankenstein GMO industry does not
want you to know about.

laws and being familiar with simple laptop computer technology, we can
apply it to gene manipulation and its problems to get some results. By
comparing the similarities, we can unravel the GMO mystery with these
physical laws in nature that God created from the other rail viewpoint.
Denying God does not stop the physical laws from performing according
to the intelligent design embedded in atomic structures and living cells.
We can verify these laws and their operations by physical science.

Based on information fed to them by the self-regulating GMO industry, the media blamed the outbreak on cow viruses from a neighboring
feedlot, but they will not tell you that a virus-bacteria tool method used
in genetic manipulations could have survived the build-in immune system of a modified vegetable spinach cell. Nor will they explain that perhaps stray pharmacy pollen adapted itself within the vegetable spinach
cell wall from nearby experimental crops of another vegetable species.
It is just another uncontrolled, next-door, gene-pollen transfer event,
which has broken down the original barrier between distinct species’
cell walls. Natural design prevented a cross species muddle, GMO technology gets around that, so we end up with modified bees that have
killed hundreds of people.
If you do not understand what I am saying yet, let’s learn about the danger of gene-splicing. I condense it here for the average person to grasp.
Basically, modern GMOs allow foreign pollens to be accepted within
a vegetable species because the naturally intelligent cell immune
system has been violated by human scientific techniques. These
“advances” in bioscience are producing catastrophic results, causing
strange diseases and death to many people and leading to the extinction or permanent disappearance of original, natural seeds.
Just read the above paragraph again. It is just a headline of what I will
explain with a simple analogies that I invented for unaware people who
do not understand GMO technology and its consequences to the environment. Stop anybody on the street and ask them, “Have you heard
about deadly gene transfers?” Then watch their face of unbelief.
The fundamentals of gene-splicing are not allowed to be taught in universities from the biblical perspective. “Bioethics” are corrupt as a result.
Let me explain complicated gene laws by using analogies even unprofessional people can understand. I compare a living cell or pollen with
a laptop computer that most of us have bought or become familiar with.
Analogies usually come from fixed historic facts and cannot be massaged or twisted like experts giving a snow job to Washington’s senatorial or congressional investigations, such as the ones in March 2007. The
senators were mis- and over-informed by the GMO industry to purposely to confuse them. Senators have a difficult time when confronted
by special interests and must sort out truth from fiction. Being alerted
to the GMO issues, though not a gene professional, I use data from
published magazine articles, which is a better source of information.
The Senators should have done the same rather inviting the fox into the
henhouse to explain GMOs.
But even magazine articles written from a monorail perspective must
be crosschecked by applying it with physical laws, which must overlay
and conform to the two laws of entropy. So understanding just those two
7 Dan Ferber, “Something Funny Down on the Pharm,” Popular Science Magazine, April 2003.
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In this booklet, we will investigate gene transfer from a two-rail perspective. At the end, you should understand a little about the process how
it is done and figure out the consequences for yourself. We must always
ask about the life threatening “ifs.” One can’t assume just the positive
without researching the possible negative effects on society. That is, if
you are a sane and law abiding person. Our GMO scientists have failed
to ask the “if” questions and should be criminally prosecuted for screwing up humanity’s food. Our civilization is threatened with becoming
extinct by causing the death and diseases of so many people.

The Cell as a Computer Analogy
Once we modify a vegetable and its imbedded cell-structure, I discovered that it behaves similar to a computer virus, which eventually will
mess up your good software. Your computer bought from the store was
programmed with authorized software from the factory, which works
flawlessly to your satisfaction. If not satisfied and have a problem, we
usually return it to the store and get another one as we expect to buy
something working perfect. In genetically controlled nature, we have
an overabundance of perfect working computers lying around and
only need to pick up another good one if the one we have is not working. Nature has a very efficient system of recycling damaged goods by
returning damaged genetic cell-computer goods to predators roaming
around like garbage collectors.
Nature’s warranty system is always hungry and on the search to remove
deficient aberrations that are not performing to factory specifications.
Predators eat the weak, sick and defective genetically animals so that
only the best members of the species procreate. That is the system as it
was originally invented. After thousands of years of factory reproductions, the duck I see on my pond is the same duck Adam saw on his pond
because the imperfect and genetically deficient ducks were eaten up. This
is why our world is filled with millions of perfectly operating bio-computers after thousands of years. Us happy people just watched the ducks
on the pond and never gave it a thought about how it works so well.
Applying this analogy to gene transfer, we can draw parallels and compare the modern scientific technology of modifying genetic material to
a computer virus. I read somewhere that the biological agents used by
the scientists (viruses and bacteria) have the natural capability of boring a hole into an impenetrable hard cell wall like a machine shop drill.
Once inside, the virus can mess up the cell’s genetic intelligence code.
Scientists cleverly use that penetration ability of a virus to piggyback in
specifically selected, foreign genetic/DNA strands to the cell’s interior.
It becomes a mail carrier with a package attached that enters a forbidden area through naturally impassable cell walls designed by God to
Copyright © 2008 Faith in the Future Foundation
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safeguard his creation. Following our laptop computer analogy, when
a computer virus bypasses the protective software firewall, it creates
havoc with your clean working system once its unauthorized entrance
has made it to the inside of the computer’s operations or program data
where it takes over to use your computer to do its dirty work.

Front desk screening is the vital first step in a secured process of procreation. Foreign pollens are not admitted into a plant’s databanks. No
permission is given for them to enter and have sex with the species’
heirloom genetic treasures acquired over thousands of years of survival. Entrance is accepted or denied based on matching it with the species
family’, existing security signatures from of the original factory-creation library as designed by the original inventor of the embedded protection software; therefore, foreign pollens cannot cross-fertilize with
another species to produced strange, infertile fruit or seed that does not
conform to what was originally programmed. Your laptop computer
from the factory works similarly. Its firewall and antiviral software protect the core information operations. Left internally alone, the natural
world’s genetic control system guarantees that millions of healthy and
nutritious baby cells will be born in the future, all belonging to the same
species. Most cross-species mixing was prevented by this complex protection system beginning with the security policeman on the front desk.
But when someone forces entry through the back door like a criminal, it
changes matters significantly, which we will find out next.

Continuing with our laptop computer analogy with a living cell, go
back to the manufacturing factory’s starting point – to the plants and
vegetables that appear on the third day of creation recorded in the Bible. A cell, like a computer, was originally programmed with embedded
antiviral intelligence code, or software, within its cell body structure.
The job of this software is to protect the cell’s internal data and eliminate any invaders that try to get inside the hardware perimeter. The
cell’s immune system was designed to kill foreign intruders to protect
the species family. Billions of biological agents, like viruses and bacteria, are killed daily; otherwise, most of us would have died by now. As
applied to plants and food crops, the natural defenses prevent sexual
success with foreign species’ pollen so that the procreation of harmful,
abnormal seed does not take place.
Similarly, the laptop computer equipped with antivirus protection from
the store rejects anything not compatible with it that comes from an unfamiliar, foreign software source. However, if an unauthorized piece of
software penetrates the computer’s security firewall, which functions like
the protective walls of a plant’s reproductive cells, then your laptop computer becomes totally useless junk. We throw it out on to the extinction
garbage heap and need to go back to the store to repeat the cycle by buying a new computer. In nature, the predator garbage collectors eat the
genetically defective (infected) animal that is not up to standard for the
procreation of a genetically sound copy/model for the next generation.

How Gene Transfer Works - 1 Law of Entropy
st

In the case of a gene transfer, when a technician piggybacks foreign (from a different species) genetic material on a virus, he
forcefully transfers unnatural, untested, poorly understood and
in some manner incompatible genetic material into the nucleus
through the back door of the cell wall. Nothing coming through that
back door of the cell wall will be recognized as an enemy intruder for
some strange reason. The cell’s nucleus decides that this foreign genetic
material is from the species family and so it is allowed to grow up within the cell. A deadly E-coli bacterium8 therefore can be useful in genetic
experimentations since they do have a simply structured nucleus.
Let’s first understand the normal process of keeping the system operative for thousand of years. This system reminds me of when a person
wants to enter a security building. He will at once be confronted at the
front desk by a security policeman to check credentials. The security
policeman at the front door crosschecks his qualifications with onboard
intelligence data stored in the cell library. That data comes from nature’s
factory-embedded security information like your computer was outfitted with security software. Natural cells have had this kind of security
data infused since the third day of creation - before Adam was born.
8 Dr. George Church, a genetics professor at Harvard Medical School tells of E-cola bacteria
modifying genes.
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Enough of digressions. Let’s get back to checking out modern scientist
magic tricks. When foreign genes are inserted through a cell’s back door
into a certain species’ control center unchecked because the security
process was bypassed, it causes havoc in every aspect of the cell’s entire
life system. We have now an incidence where cells of one species do not
match because they belong biologically to another species; however,
once inside a secured command area (the cell’s nucleus), these foreign
genes can do some horrible damage from inside (like terrorists), which
can render any species cell building open to further attack.

Cell Mutations - Second Law of Entropy
Focusing on the inside of a cell, we will notice that the “cell
people” of a species family within a secured cell building are
usually unconcerned about security issues. They will manufacture other cells or procreate by merging species’ natural genetic
material with anything that walks around within the secured cell building. They simply do not care and will tolerate new, strange intruders accepting them as belonging to the species family. They trust the security
immune killer squad system employed as front door policemen, which
conforms to the established rules of the First Law of Entropy that has
worked superbly for thousands years, transferring species specific genetic material from one generation to the next. Natural systems make
sure that unidentified pollen coming from an unknown source does not
enter or have sex so that the integrity of the species family is preserved.
That is why your computer worked perfectly as purchased from the
factory until it was hit with a virus from the Internet. That was not your
choice. You were unaware of its entrance into your data system through
an Internet backdoor.
However, if the immune system killer squad is bypassed and not alerted to kill the intruders coming through a drilled back door of a cell wall,
that failure to identify a stranger will cause revolution in the cell house
computer that will screw up the protection intelligence with devastating results. The cell will move towards self-destructive extinction on
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the way toward total “kaput” according to the Second Law of Thermodynamics. If any foreign DNA - not belonging to the species - enters
artificially through the otherwise impenetrable backdoor cell wall, it is
connected to the cell’s life support system and shares the food energy
provided. This genetic mixing modifies the plant from inside out, and
this is how modified fruits and vegetables are made by modern science.

fruit and vegetable. To silence a numbed consciousness of so many employed gene technicians making good salaries, a gospel is preached to
them that their work is wonderful because it is providing food for millions of starving people. But management does not mention making
excessive profit in the process by eliminating the competition by buying up all seed producing companies in the world with the money they
made, or by fraudulent lawsuits against small producers and farmers
who try to save their seed. At present they are rapidly screwing up
every seed they get their hands on making innumerable natural species
extinct. Fortunately, we can still watch an unbiased TV program and
have a little more balanced understanding of the mess being created by
big, publicly funded corporations.

The same process used by deadly viruses or bacteria to infect otherwise healthy organisms, works well to transfer DNA from one species
to another. Of course, it requires the skilled efforts and modern tools of
a Frankenstein geneticist, but the reality is that the use of this process
results in the destruction of the cell’s natural immune system. Later in
its developing stage, it will find an opportunity to procreate in a person
causing death such as happened to some who ate contaminated California GMO spinach, for example. The cell guards are totally ignorant
of the illegal entrance made by a scientist’s breach of the back door, so
they fail to identify the foreign intruder and do not call out the immune
execution squad to do its designed job.

Double Trouble
However modern gene scientists always need dangerous virusbacteria drills like a deadly E-coli bacterium for penetrating a
cell wall to experiment with foreign DNA strands. The penetration risk was too high, leaving open the chance of killing a
person who ate that fruit because the virus-bacteria was not killed by
the cell immune killer death squad. Once safely inside, the deadly disease organisms keep procreating within the genetically modified fruit
or vegetable, which would raise a stormy outcry by the public if they
found out about it. Why?
Consequently, a systematic war was instigated by the Frankenstein scientists against the front policemen guarding the species building and his
immune executioner death squad friends. He must now be eliminated
with his immunity helping friends to do away the nasty thousand-yearold genetic reference databank that has worked since creation to keep
hundreds of viruses-bacterium and foreign pollen from penetration. In
addition, they needed to eradicate possible virus-bacteria previously
useful as tools in the genetic transfer but are no longer needed to mix
and match anything in the genetic candy store without causing death.
So the genetic scientists succeeded in splicing out that what contains to
the security system eliminating the front desk policemen and his weapon of checking out our modern gene manipulation with other words
killed the judge. That process is called “cloning” you can learn more
about it on the end of this report reading about a petition against the
United States of Food and Drug Administration with 7 organizations of
over 50 million people getting scared and now suing.
Now it became easy as seen on educational TV channel [6-21-07), which
showed Monsanto’s genetic research institution in Africa slicing a little
bit of fruit from one vegetable and neatly align it with another slice
in a Petri dish. Now combining the easy way, as there no longer exist the nasty policemen on the front desk and his immune execution
killer friends sabotaging our new age to come with newly developed
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That TV program showed organic garden and farming developments not
needing Frankenstein changed vegetables. True organic farmers planted
some newly discovered special plants repelling some secret odor next
to bug infested rows showing that bugs and worms can be controlled
the natural way increasing tonnage of fruit without the embedded pesticides, herbicides and growth hormones for a larger harvest.
So why do we allow the genetic terrorist Monsanto corporation9 to
screw up our food genetically and chemically by systemically embedding pesticides in the food we must eat to live. We no longer have a
choice in our stores. Maybe we should emigrate to another planet as
earth becomes totally polluted with greed by a few American corporations, or we can watch God’s wrath end it all as described in my other
Babushka books.

Big Time Trouble Brewing!
Monsanto’s engineers have now created a bigger problem where
pollen of one species arriving at the doorstep of another will no
longer be crosschecked at the front desk by the species cell policemen. The scientists have messed with the genetic data banks
so that cell security can’t examine intruders against a list of friends and
enemies. Any foreigners, like deadly bacteria and viruses who want to
enter without being cross-examined, can now bypass the original computer data system created uniquely for the purpose of keeping species
distinct.
Damaged embedded genetic intelligence of a species is no longer protected from foreign aberrations, which can now have unhindered sex and
procreate to produce fruits or vegetables never seen before. That means
that any stray dog can now enter and mess up the species kennel of valuable pure breeds. Dangerously poisoned modified pharmacy pollens are
now entering good eating fruit and vegetable flower pollination receptacles. They will grow up like a hidden poisoned time bomb producing
lethal new seeds not appearing dangerous on the outside, hence is unidentifiable on your vegetable shelf in the market. Just like a pharmacy
pollens or pharmacy drugs embedded in eggs that can be reproduced by
chickens every time they lay an egg. It seems that each passing month
produces another way to kill you slowly without warning through genetically modified foods like the spinach crisis in California.
9 Join OCA’s Campaign to Mobilize One Million Consumers to End Monsanto’s Global Corporate Terrorism, www.organicconsumers.org/monlink.html.
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That is the reason why they stick numbers on every vegetable. This
makes it possible for lawyers to argue to defend the corporations and
the government when death occurs. Because of those stickers, the FDA
cannot be sued in court for not applying Federal labeling laws arguing
that the laws are un-enforceable to examine every fruit and vegetable, or
every egg on the shelf, for embedded poison genes. It is not their fault
when poisoned pollens just happen to float by blown by the winds. Not
so lucky for you, if you are the one who happened to buy that fruit and
eat it with dangerous drugs pharmacy genes imbedded. Modified genes
are found in many varieties of vegetables as well as in chickens.
GMOs are possible causes for the massive die-outs of insects such as honeybees. FDA and atheistic university professors are not interested in enforcing the laws on the books. Playing the game of politics for big money
gets you elected and employed with prepaid visa cards not traceable.
Check out the under-the-table benefits given to senators that have been
stored in home freezers. Look at how many congressmen travel round
world to receive huge grants, yet the taxpayer pays the bills.
From the gene mixing perspective, it is now easy to mix and match
genes to create different variations of bigger fruit and vegetables, but it
leaves the door wide open for dangerous virus-bacteria and pharmacy
drugs pollen to be embedded, which could kill a person if permitted to
procreate in one person and then be passed to another. Worse things
will happen. It leaves the door so dangerously wide open that it will not
only kill one person at a time like eating spinach seen on TV, but kill
millions people in the future from eating contaminated vegetables as
referenced in Bible prophesy. (Revelation Chapter 6)
Remember the dam just cracked showing a little water indicating a
breach in the concrete structure with devastating consequence a little
later according to physics and entropy laws. Once pharmacy pollen has
been introduced in the environment without a police force immune intelligence system watching for virus-bacteria to prevent its spread, it
will take hundreds of years to die out and only in the absences of farmers. Soon everybody will become aware of our criminal Frankenstein
GMO scientists secretly screwing up our food supply. All will be educated at the same time to understand the black magic of GMO technology from Satan that is done behind closed laboratory doors. It may be
already too late, just as the dam was broken around New Orleans. That
city will never recover.

Gene Transfer Technology Applied
To give you a non-professional example, let’s imbed a melon
gene into an onion to check out what happens. Going through
the familiar backdoor, we take along a strand of melon genes that
should grow bigger onions. The melon genes added to the modified genetic onion soup might grow an onion as big as a melon and as
sweet, depending how concentrated the melon growth genes were.
Check out your vegetable shelf and notice if our gene transfer theory is
proven right. You can find onions on the shelf four times as big as normal onions with a numbered sticker attached for lawyers. Those sweet
advertised onions at 1.99 Dollar per pound10 no longer taste like onions.
They have now become flavorless and no longer irritate your eyes, which
is normal when you mix in a lot of water melon DNA fused together in
the onion melon genetic soup. Market experts will call it “special organic
grown Hawaii type” to fool you with a special four times bigger price
tag attached. If you want to find out what the extra water in the onion
will cost you just compare it to your gasoline prices a gallon multiplied
in pound to equal $16 per gallon onion
water if priced at $1.99 per pound. That’s
not bad a profit, considering the oil company has to go to much more trouble to
get the price you pay at the pump.
Check the second picture I photographed. It shows an elephant onion
four feet tall that has grown from one of
the tiny green table onions bought from
the market some time ago with some
roots left on. I planted it in my garden,
and you can see that it has now grown
as big as a bush.

The first sign of a dam’s fracture can be noticed on the TV–NEWS
coverage that announced the mysterious deaths of people appearing
everywhere in every country. Thousands are ailing in hospitals with
unknown sicknesses that perplex even the medical profession. Not to
mention the massive die-out in the animal kingdom bordering on extinction. These are facts that you can observe for yourself. Let me know
if you see a butterfly or even a housefly. My fly swatter hangs on the
wall unused for many years. Recent TV coverage has frightened scientists, overcoming their apprehension of losing their jobs to come out to
tell the truth as shown at the congressional meeting held in March 2007
that I write about later.

We should ask the question, “What
happened to the virus-bacteria tool
used for transferring genetic onion ma10 At FoodVille in San Carlos, CA (25 June 2007)
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terial through the unchecked backdoor, which was not detected?” When
one out of ten thousand viruses-bacterium may have survived, as TV
programs tell us, you get a plant that kill a person eating the vegetable.
That small or bigger risk is tolerated by the FDA government as the
price for higher water volume fruits and vegetables harvested, which
translates in higher profit as it is sold per pound yielding so many dollars per square foot of land.

We know that every flower producing seed has two sex organs surrounded with inducements offered for bees to pollinate for free like color and
fragrance odor contraption to attract slave bees to do some pollen transfer
work with nectar as a payoff. The bees also wind and rain becomes carrier of pollen, which transfer a package like a sperm for the other flower
waiting to fertilize an egg and make complete a cycle for creating an offspring’s of the same kind we recognize as seed or fruit.

That is just another way to sell water at a higher price. However, such
deception has a price tag attached in the form of sacrificed quality and
taste. It becomes a marketing trick like normal beer thinned down with
water and packaged in a beautiful colored six-pack labeled Lite-beer. It
makes more money compared to a quality concentrated natural brew
that is more expensive. Consequently, uncontrolled gene manipulations
make more money forced by the need to buy food we no longer have any
choice and become a build-in money machine. That new way to make
money will continue unabated using the public as a guinea pig, which
is cheaper to circumvent to pay the lawyer fees as it will be rationalized
when suit for causing death is part of conducting business and charged
to the consumer anyway with higher prices. Check out the original potatoes, formerly priced at 25 cents/pound and now advertised at $1.69 a
pound. They have been bleached with gas to make them whiter as the
skin is now unnaturally green without it. They also have a numbered
sticker in case you get sick. One can no longer make German Klöße, or
real potato salad, so all Germans hate you for screwed-up gene potatoes
that now fall apart with no starch to hold things together.

However, when an intelligence altered immune system receives a computer virus damaged information pollen, then Humpty Dumpty will
fall off the wall and can never be repaired forever. The altered pharmacy pollen carried by the bees is imbedded now into another foreign
sex organ of another species no longer checked out or rejected and protected by a front policemen desk or analogue to my antivirus software
in my computer. It enters smoothly like Internet virus information into
an unprotected computer with devastating results. In the future, you
will eat strange vegetables never seen before, which will grow naturally
and be sold as organic.

More Veiled Trouble!
However, the biggest threat of gene splicing lies where the antivirus intelligence program embedded within a cell is altered.
Please notice that neither the FDA government officials nor
the special Frankenstein interests will tell you that every cell
violated by a strange unidentifiable foreign DNA codes from other organisms mixed together, lack the organized and well-fitted intelligence
required for survival, so it becomes a deadly enemy to its own species.
For example, scientists have managed to put many pharmacy chemical formulas11 of potent heart or kidney drugs into vegetable12 seeds or
hens that lay pharmacy eggs13.
Consequently, those drugs can be extracted more cheaply after the fruit
has grown and converted into cheap pills, which sell at 100,000 times
profit. Checking out my heart conditioned prescribed pills from the
pharmacy store I must now eat every day and getting in the process
another heart attack finding out the sticker price of $3 per pill and need
ten others daily to live a little longer after my operation. That is a whopping fortune taken out from my retirement. The senators do not care
one hoot about it because the pharmacy industry pays them to protect
them with legislation. It is like helping organized crime.
11 Dan Ferber, “Something Funny Down on the Pharm.” Popular Science Magazine, April
2003. Pharmacy drugs embedded into vegetables and fruit.
12 Weird Science: The Brave New World of Genetic Engineering, biap.vt.edu/cfieldtestsl.cfm,
13 C. Brownlee, “Golden Eggs, engineered hens lay drugs.” Science News, January 2007, www.
sciencenews.org.
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Creation of Franken Fruits?
Allow me to give two examples to understand what is already
happening in nature. Let’s take a corn plant with modified pollen that now has a damaged immune system. Those GMOs are
transferred by the bees with one bee later searching around
a pear tree to collect the nectar of a pear flower. The damaged genetic
information can now be passed on genetic altered information from
modified corn pollen stuck on bees belly can now be accepted by the
host pear tree flower sex organ.
The modified pollen unchecked by a confused or absent policeman no
longer checking against original creation data information disappeared
and cannot find it as it was just modified by Frankenstein gene technician as that combination data no longer exist, will now enter the pear
flower unhindered in its sex opening receptacles to reproduce an ugly
pear-corn fruit grown on trees.
In a worse case scenario acceptance of screwed up pollen is possible now
embedded with a pharmacy chemical gene formula implanted of a heart
drug never to be eaten by a healthy person as that data in the cell library
never existed before and therefore the immune execution tasks force
could not kill it. The new cell information not check out by an front desk
policeman examine now becomes a poison and works against originally
embedded intelligence data since creation and will accepted by the new
mixed genes cell and thinks it is coming from original species family, but
here is the kicker lacks the intelligence protection data, which was modified by an evil foreigners coming through the back window.
I am not a geneticist and reading this may seem preposterous but explain to me why I see on my pear tree some branches growing indescribable horrible looking fruit I cannot describe. I worked on a ranch
and have a garden with many fruit tress for 60 years and have never
seen such aberration fruit ever if you could call it fruit and invite you
next season on my ranch to check it out. It is scary to think if every
orchard trees would now grow sick looking aberrations never existed
Copyright © 2008 Faith in the Future Foundation
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before along natural looking fruit to the next branches of familiar pear
tree. The better looking fruit is sold in the market to notice check it out
like an apple-pear or is it pear-apple fruit at twice the price?
I can only explain what I see on my pear tree that the pollen immune
cell wall was damaged by genetic manipulation with a violated prevention system like an antivirus software in your computer no longer rejects a foreign pollen, which previously never could have crossed a species barrier but now can unhindered without protection cross combine
with another species and will create havoc in our food supply, which
has existed for thousands of years in our world unchanged. A damaged
antivirus system no longer recognizes what was original created and a
foreign invader entering and checking it out against a list and comparing stored information since creation thinking it is their own.
That scenario is not understood by evolution fairytale believing scientist because erroneously they assume that cells can evolve with a reproductive intelligent system set-up of over hundred percent violating the
entropy laws they think must selectively exist especially for them and
believe against the law of physics can be bypassed because they want
to make more money.
Watch out for many new invented and distorted larger fruit for sale on
your vegetable counter soon coming never seen before. But a greater
horrendous problem was created by genetic manipulation that a modified cell cannot distinguish between uncontaminated original to pharmacy manipulated gene pollen, which are therefore transferable to
other original pure vegetable in surrounding areas destroying original
seeds. Soon we will no longer find original seed, which have become
extinct as only contaminated modified seed is propagated with deadly
pharmacy genes imbedded and people will be dieing like flies from implanted uncontrolled pharmacy gene drugs no longer eliminated by the
immune killer squad deadly pollen flying with the wind and weather
contaminating all of nature with lethal consequences. Just think.
Modified (pharmacy) eggs have already been sold in the market without the public knowing what was embedded in them. The news recently blamed contamination of the eggs, but the government collected
300,000 chickens from many families who were not even commercially
producing eggs.
Read God’s answer in Revelation about what will happen to a civilization that allows such evil to be perpetrated. Pay attention to the
selected magazine articles, and think about what you read with a tworail perspective.
Now let’s read some magazine articles and learn about science and religion rejected by ignorant rebellious monorail Frankenstein scientist
believing in evolution religion fairy tales. I will use headings to help
you find the contents should you want to show it to your friends. Since
I mentioned about bees, one more story about them will hopefully
increase your understanding about gene transfer, then there is more
about vegetable modifications later.

Genetic Modification Exposed!

Honey Bees Disappearing Alarm!14
Bees pollinate agricultural crops from many fruits and nuts to
the mainstay vegetables we take for granted. Almost everything
is threatened if the bees disappear, which will open the gates
for the pale green horse rider to come with the balance in his
hand as prophesied in Revelation chapter 6. Mankind will wake up
when food prices go through the roof. Most will not survive. Extinction caused by gene manipulators will run its course as the apocalypse
prophesied is ready to appear. Check it out with some recent magazine
articles and compare it with other magazine stories later mentioned to
evaluate how late it is on world destruction apocalypse clock.
Realize that dangerous scientific experimentation with nature will usually fail to the detriment of the environment. For example, the modified
killer bees let lose accidentally in South America now kill hundreds of
people every year from South America to Texas. Now comes the news
that since October 2006, beekeepers in 27 states from California to Florida
are on the edge of business collapse. Once again the focus is on genetically altered bees, which seem to disappear en masse. Once again, public
relations spokesmen try to blame a virus. We have heard this excuse before in the spinach cover-up fiasco. Regarding the bees, some airheads
blamed their disappearance on paras
itic mites, chemical fungus and even raising the question of radiation in
mobile phones – some of the most baseless theories ever to come from
brain-dead science. By now we should know the difference. Don’t be deceived by special interest meetings on Capitol Hill that interjected red
herring misinformation in March 2007. Don’t be confused by that purposeful, clever disinformation by so-called experts with a PhD degrees
who successfully misled senators. But do listen to what was stated at the
end of that senate committee investigation by an honest scientist, “If bees
disappear, humanity will follow four years later as massive amounts of
crops will not be pollinated.”
Living on a ranch in California, I feed humming birds. Last year (2006),
I regularly counted 50 birds fighting to get at the sugar water cocktail
before evening sunset. This year (2007), they seem to have totally disappeared. I suspect that they have been eating nectar from gene-contaminated flowers, and the hummingbirds have disappeared along with the
butterflies. Have you even seen ordinary houseflies lately? Have they
become already extinct by the same evil perpetrated by greedy American global corporations covered up by the FDA that lies to senators?

Bee Colony Collapse Disorder
When big money is threatened, only then do we hear about the
rapid and inexplicable die-off and disappearance of honeybees.
It sends shudders down the 15 billion dollar agricultural industry connected with pollination. A congressional hearing was
held in March 2007 to explore the reasons for Colony Collapse Disorder,
as the syndrome is dubbed now, as well as how it threatens America’s
agricultural vitality. Scientists are at loss and cannot explain the disap14 Across the country honeybees are vanishing. What will farmers do if the buzzing stops? By
Josie Glausiusz. Discovery Magazine, June 2007. E-mail:DiscoverReprints@ parsintl.com
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pearance of honeybees. Wild theories from monorail experts muddy
the water, and the article concluded that nobody knows exactly why.
A French ecotoxicologist, Axel Decourtye, is getting closer by looking
into chemical causes. He focuses on insecticides like neonicotinoids and
imidaclopirids, but we should look deeper into how those insecticides
are systemically imbedded into cell structures.

strand package arrives from unknown species, the police on the front
door are checking the DNA records for a match in the databank. If that
strange gene strands does not match previous acceptable stored original information will usually be rejected as a foreign intruder according to the entropy laws and call in the immune extermination squad
responding for protecting of the local species family community to do
their assigned jobs. However, what came through the back door is like
analogue an infested virus program in our laptop computer.

Let’s look at what I found out reading magazine stories to get another
view at the problem from a two-rail perspective. Within the cell’s body
we can think that there exist various arteries to flow into outlets some
producing nectar, others sex hormones or special odors for initiating
sex to provide for the next generation. In nature, the plants often need
to attract some mail carriers to help in the pollination process such as
bees, butterflies or other insects, which will transfer the DNA information held in the package we call pollen.
Pollens are made of amino acids, which are the building blocks of protein possessing built-in intelligence information only matching a certain
species. Just like your car key only matches your car to get it started.
Therefore, most pollen will travel by wind or bee curriers via the male
plants over to the female plants. Originally, nature was very diversified. Before birds and fish were created on the fifth day, as reported in
Genesis, wind distributed the pollen as it came from plants whose flowers manufactured light pollen (usually no nectar) such as grasses, corn,
oats and conifers (pines). When food was created for humanity, pollen
became heavier with more intelligence and required mail carrier help
like bees, which where created later.
However, genetically modified pollen with damaged antivirus intelligence information of a gene tailored cell, works like a laptop computer
virus, which now becomes toxic to the environment of the whole system.
Do not send a friendly E-mail message to your friend with a virus imbedded in your computer as it will destroy your friend’s computer too. A
genetically modified cell with misfired safety regulation intelligence is
passed on through the bees digest system eating genetic contaminated
nectar, which is converted by the bee excreting damaged lethal gene
structured honey stored in hives. Remember the honey is now deficient
and lacks the original antivirus information embedded in the cell nucleus
and therefore has become fatal to many insects perhaps even man if you
eat too much of it, which formally was good food. The system now collapses with a domino effect on its surrounding environment as other species are all connected one existing on top of the other and depending on
each other to share what nature provides. Cause and effect laws are now
upset with humanity. The consequences follow as predicted thousands of
years ago in Revelation 6’s prophecy of the green pale rider coming with
guaranteed death to people as bees and birds do today.
I will explain it again because it is the crux of the problem in GMO
process. At the cell level, pollen DNA is checked out by a policeman
intelligence program on the front door previously explained within
the cell environment. What came in through the backdoor injected by
Frankenstein technicians genetics is also accepted like belonging to the
cell species family but is lacking the protection intelligence information, which was spliced out by gene technology and would have been
rejected on the cell level by the front door desk policeman. When a gene
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So coming through the genetic backdoor manipulated by scientists will
not interfere with the operation of the cell because it got away from the selective process to be checked out for strange unrecognizable intelligence
information data not belonging to the species family. It will be left alone
to mix with other cells and is not killed by the immune death squad. But
that foreign DNA strand will now take advantage and multiply as the cell
is duped to think it belongs to the same species family but now grows differently into another direction. The previously good food becomes now
genetically poisoned lacking the control mechanism to counter foreigners
and eliminate what is lethal to the system what does not belong and death
now occurs for the total system according to the Second Law of Thermodynamic just like your new virus messes up your clean laptop computer
bought from the store now becomes junk if connected to an E-mail transmitted virus coming through the backdoor. Or analogue your sick duck
is eaten by the garbage collector never to procreate or your honey bees no
longer slave away so that we may eat fruit and vegetable to live another
day. Please tell the FDA and GMO scientists to cut off the branch you sit
on and watch the effect of being stupid.
In my opinion, corporate special interests are the biggest criminals ever
- surpassing Hitler and Stalin, as they will be responsible starving billions people in the near future. I see the proof in my neighborhood,
or explain the absence of humming birds and many insects that I no
longer can observe. They all eat the same genetically damaged food like
the nectar lacking the antivirus software in their cell computer environment. Senators and scientists are perplexed because they don’t live on a
ranch and wonder why we observe such massive bee death. They miss
the simple logic to ask what they have been eating, and they do not look
at the DNA cell structure level.
Just observing life around my vineyard pond, I noticed big changes
of its mini-environment. No longer hearing crickets and bull frog in
the evening and the absence of catfish and swallows no longer hunting
for surface insects as bats in the barn have disappeared, I wondered of
why in this spring 2007 so much of dusty pollen is covering the pond
like a carpet. I expected like in previous years a massive algae growth,
which must be removed to keep the intake water pipe from clogging to
irrigate the vineyard. Now later to discover no algae growth at all as the
water for mysterious reason is crystal clear from the green algae cover
having disappeared costing labor on the ranch to remove it.
The pollen dust seems to be culprit now has poisoned the pond environment with genetically modified pollen becoming deadly to its surroundings with modified the algae growth. But just in time, I read again
in Popular Science Magazine telling of modified algae’s valuable use
to America in converting it to bio-fuel to make us independent from
Copyright © 2008 Faith in the Future Foundation
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the Arabs15 oil price oppression. But what was not mentioned like a
genie out from the bottle the danger if those modified algae species
should leave the protective tank environment producing diesel oil for
you oversized RV car and appear in our waterways around the US or
the world? A thought too horrible to contemplate, being reminded of
killer bees fiasco and worry of another disaster looming on the genetic
monster sky, like black clouds announcing a storm similar to New Orleans’ destruction.

recently dug up graves from the Middle Age scourge and extracted DNA
of deadly virus’s human remains buried by the millions who died in the
plagues. They have now genetically resurrected the deadliest virus ever
modified to be come more deadly and mass produced it for the new bio
bombs multiplied in sealed containers and stored for later use.

Getting back to honey and bees disappearing is analogous to scientists
playing around with genes like a bull in a china store, which do a lot of
damage in the environment without first knowing and understanding
its secrets. Now thousands of hives boxes are empty of life but still full
of cell intelligence modified honey left behind. Monorail educated scientist baffled cannot understand why other wild bees and other insects
always looking for a free meal never touch the honey stored in those
dead hives? All we can do with left over honey in the dead hives sell
it to a comatose public with a nice label marked “organic grown” and
make some money while there is still some honey left to sell. Hopefully,
you will not die from it like humming birds, which have a smaller body
looking at weight to size ratio like other insect I no longer see eating
honey nectar either.
It seems that bees are smarter then our university-educated scientist in
front of influential senators who are paid off by hiding illegal money
wrapped in aluminum foil in their home freezer or others getting it
from offshore bank accounts transferred by special interest. Some senators are now so brazenly seen on TV in June 2007 to take off with family
and friends to famous $10,000 a day hotel resorts on government luxury
jets all paid expenses to a whopping $120,000 for a so called three-hour
conference meeting during a four-day junket paid by the comatose, not
caring taxpayer. I would be ashamed as a trusted representative of the
people to send in the bills and sign my name belonging to privileged
senator club with prepaid unlimited visa card paid by a generous obese
pork government and that is why I am not a senator.
The greedy scientists, like a bull in the china store, should have kept
gene research in the laboratory and not modified all our food now sold
in our food store with a sticker marked accepted by the FDA to protect
his Bahamas offshore bank account. Genetic research by itself is not evil
but atheistic scientists possessed by Satan are driven to destroy God’s
creation headed now for extinctions. Satan from the beginning wanted
to demolish God’s creation looking back in history remember Noah
and demonically indwells people to teach them his rebellion to become
tools of destruction.
If you think that I am a religious fanatic gone amok then please check out
the latest gene research of deadly virus and bacteria collected in thousand
newly assembled bombs stored recently in the American military arsenal
to kill all life on earth an hundred times over and costing billions of your
tax money. The newest most deadly gene bio-bomb material came from
15 Algae Power with Bioboost, The Fuel Cell- Your are looking for clean fuel that grows
anywhere, needs only sunlight and water, and could produce enough oil to free the US from petroleum addiction? Popular Science, August 2007, 32 Hot Products – Facts in algae can be made
into biodiesel, a renewable substitute for diesel fuel. popsci.com/customerservice.
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How evil can you get in genetic manipulation to modify ancient deadly
diseases resurrected from the grave to become more poisonous to be
used against humanity with modern method of distribution to be more
effective? Read what is recorded in the Bible terrible to copy in this
report what will happen in about 2015 [Zechariah 14:12] not too far off
in the future looking like a modern gene decease well known by science
with a genetic cell intelligence altered GMO made more potent. Horror
of horrors think if perhaps reading what is documented in the Bible came
from humanity reengineered flesh-eating bacteria without antidotes from
the Middle-Age death camp resurrected in our gene laboratories and gets
embedded into our modified vegetables without being rejected by a
front desk policemen. Then perhaps you will understand my introduction of this Babushka Genetic book.
The bottom line spells out that governments and consumers need to become educated and informed to control the criminal genetics scientist
hiding behind a corporate curtain exterminating our food grown for
thousands of years and with it our animal world! And if you only worry
about your body and health, you the consumer should demand that our
government tell the truth and do their job in the interest of the public
safety rather then ignore when people get sick or not even be alarmed at
the many business failures needlessly suffered by organic farmers, which
now worry about pollination.
I hope some would read and understand between the lines of my collected magazine report and forget the experts giving a snow job to
those who signs the checks for another government consulting contract
ending in the offshore Bahamas bank accounts. When food becomes 10
times more expensive then we will notice the Bible prophecy pale green
rider has arrived, only then we will we discern that we violated God
and made him angry and deny existing, worse replace him with a children evolution stories told in our schools that a frog becomes a hansom
prince if kissed by a genetic educated scientist.
Check out the monkey evolution fairytale only painted for lack of evidence on many museum walls not matching fossil facts. If we as a society keep insulting the creator for so many years and think we could
get away with genetic crimes committed against him and humanity
then watch out and read apocalypse prophesied and find out what will
happen. Observe, therefore, this modern Jonah’s latest date announced
21 December 2008 and find out why it aligns with scientific projection
four years later as stated at that congressional meeting on Capitol Hill
March 2007 and count the years from honest scientist foretold when
bees die we will follow four years later and also counting the time from
disappearing bees to match the 666 cycle clock of the apocalypse Hebrew Alphabet number system you can learn about reading the other
Babushka books.
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Investigate Spinach E.coli Outbreaks

Twinkies

The public ignoring a recent December 2006 food contamination outbreak in California of a huge spinach field quarantined
as later was found out strange unknown indefinable diseases
many people died from with explanations that it came from
nearby feedlot and in addition to all these chemical ingredients absorbed not mentioned blamed it on the deadly E-coli bacteria allegedly
coming from nearby cows. We are too dumb to know about GMO technologies and the factories who produce this horrible Frankenstein food
will not tell you as they are married in a satanic unholy union with our
own government the FDA, which supports this unhealthy screwed up
food, as big money flows in the government pension funds and reelect
our corrupted senators and congressman. Here is an update six months
later in April 2007 to what has occurred since watching the news on TV
about what is further happening in our genetic Frankenstein world16:

Closing the program mentioned and now forgotten a peanut butter mushroom fiasco, 60 million pet foods recalls with alleged 16 dead pets
but estimate in the thousand. The little girl’s mother bewildered searching the vegetable shelf’s for food her little girl can no longer tolerate to
eat. Desperately and frustrated cried out and said: What can we eat?
Twinkies?

Finally, after three month out break of E-coli #0157 CNN aired a TV
program (5-20-07) with the headline:

Danger Poisoned Food Eating Vegetables
I would give the program another headline, “How to pacify people not
to question the Special Interest Corporations producing GMO vegetable when people get sick or die.” The program showed the county and
university specialist crawling all over testing the water, soil, equipment
and looked up the hill in the far distant seeing cows. They checked out
the farm hands that must wear masks and gloves in the fields, inspected
the excellent toilet facilities with special soaps clean water and towels
and searched for hundred legal special laws violation on the books a
grower must keep records to avoid expensive lawyers.
This is a typical damage control publicity stunt like a red herring distracting a hunting dog on a path to get you off the immoral trail. Then
to make you feel sympathetic interviewed a family with a four year old
sick little girl needing a kidney transplant in the future, which was then
followed by people suing the packagers in court for eight death of eating spinach to get even, with over 230 cases recorded in over 26 States
of infested vegetable.
To top it up mentioned twenty other outbreaks by now forgotten since
1995 and the Center of Safety Department lamenting and remarked
–“sorry the system is broke and does not do their job”. Then they mentioned that the laws mostly are depending on voluntary compliance.
However what was not mention and is the real reason why they would
grow bigger vegetables at a faster rate like spinach twice the size to
achieve the lofty goals of higher profit. They forgot to mentioning that
GMO veggies’ are now bigger, tasteless and containing unusually more
water, are mixed and matched with animal and vegetable genes imbedded with systemic pesticide, herbicide, growth hormones added color
and most of all could have contained survived virus-bacteria used as a
tool for making the modifying GMO process possible the public knows
nothing about.
16 “Seeds of Doubt, Part 5,” by Rick Rodriguez, Executive Editor, Sacramento Bee, California.
Five part series originally published June 6-10, 2004
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Not knowing that Twinkies according to Discover Magazine I came
across reading and telling us about artificial butter tastes, which comes
from a chemical “Diacetyl”, which is manufactured in an obscure Chinese chemical companies and a well-known German multinational corporation and always labeled “harmful if swallowed” both ironic and
ominous for a food ingredient not controlled by the FDR. Will it stop
the big conglomerate to add it to food like Twinkies even if it is shipped
with big letters on the container, “Dangerous poison-Do not eat.”

Certified Wine Tasting
Chardonnay wine is mentioned in the Discover Magazine and
using artificial butter “Diacetyl” embedded in Twinkies17 to
give that special butter taste. I noticed mention that the same
chemicals a mere touch of a drop in a bottle of wine it would
also enhance Chardonnay wine with smoothness slippery butterscotch
flavor a notch higher. So small amounts of this chemical can be detected
with a spectral analyzer instrument. The artificial substance “Diacetyl”
is related to acetic acid, an acetylene welding gas so powerful bad smelling that some companies that deal with it do so in dedicated separate
buildings. The “Di” in the name refers to its molecular structure and
the “acetyl” part shows it is related to poisoned acetic acid. To prove
my point at a recent wine-testing event a two-buck chuck wine made it
to the top to get the gold metal price as the best tasting wine produced
in 2007.
That news has concerned me as I grow grapes too. My retirement funds
were invested in a modest vineyard, and I am fearful now of losing my
investment due to these unmanaged GMO issues. Just this week I witnesses a major wine tasting event put on by California’s leading wine
producers. A board of distinguished judges tasted dozens of wines with
expensive labels to award a gold medal to the winner. In restaurants, a
glass of wine is 6-10 dollars. This is too high for every day drinking, but
is OK for a special occasion if one can afford it. As a former scientist still
reading technical magazines, I have some concerns I want to pass along
to you. Every Olympic athlete and professional sports player is tested
with a spectral analyzer for drugs in order to compete. We should do
the same for wine judging. In other words, wines should be spectrally
analyzed to be free of chemical additives like Twinkies “Diacetyl” or
glycol (anti-freeze) found in Austrian wines some years ago in order to
qualify for county competitions.
Let human judges make the final determination of taste excellence, but
let the county guarantee a level playing field. I think it is obvious how
17 From “Twinkie Deconstructed,” by Steve Ettlinger, Discovery Magazine 2007-book excerpt,
Cooking with Chemistry, page 66.
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something like that could give an unfair advantage to a mediocre quality wine. In fact, I suggest that we go all the way and require the listing
of all unnatural additives on wine labels as well as state whether the
wines are GMO free. Frankly, I think all of the food sold in supermarkets
should be required to state whether they contain GMOs or not. Consequently my suggestions would be first to analyze all wine for testing
to pass a profile test with the spectral analyzer to identify the chemical
food-color-taste additive or drugs just like we do it to our athletes. That
would tell us the difference between a two buck chuck and classic wine.
So why not get all the way and tell us on the label what chemicals and
GMO structure is embedded in our food sold in supermarkets?

I don’t believe what I read promised as one thing is certain that some
will take off from that new science and make artificial food controlling
your taste buds. Your brain tongue receptors are now fooled and will
interpret a certain taste by comparing it with the programmed original
taste data stored and embedded in your brain memory since your childhood to recognize good food if you are a person over 50 year old. The
new generations already used to junk food additives no longer know
what grandmas real Jewish chicken soup tasted as chickens have been
modified no longer taste chicken as grandma died always complaining if you remember it. Now it is getting worse being duped to accept
inferior junk food or artificial food to taste like the original if you are
old enough to remember the good old uncomplicated days as the brain
cannot delineate what it senses.

The Spinach investigation broadcast ended with another food safety
option by showing vegetables radiated with nuclear bomb material to
kill off all living microbes or bacteria to make it safe as an alternate
choice. Typical to mislead you and the public showed a person eating
radiated and non radiated salad. Then asked the question dutifully answered for morons.
Quote: I do not taste any difference! How about conducting a radiation test, and using a spectral analyzer investigating DNA damage and
so many other cell aberrations with specialized computer equipment?
What would an animal-vegetable gene look like after the exposure to
radiation und give the public the result of experimental rats tested first
rather showing a man eating and asking can he taste the difference?

Taste Bud Manipulation
Talking about taste buds and the latest in our chemical wonderland world one more article18 will inform us what is coming
soon. I will quote a few sentences well expressed: “The tongue
is home to more then 10,000 taste buds, each buds consists of a
bundle of cells that detect chemical food and drink. New flavor enhancers bind to these cells to magnify the brain’s perception of taste, such as
sweet and salty. This effect will enable manufacturers to reduce sugar
and sodium in their products without compromising flavor.”
A good sales pitch is made up of something good for you to cover up
the real purpose like how to take your money without you knowing
it. To sum up the article designed to fool you comes in another variant
of what we eat as they patented a new approach of engineered artificial flavors to chemically modify your taste buds with artificial induced
chemicals to fool your taste receptors. Special chemicals on contact with
your tongue bind the receptor with a chemical layer, which transmits
to the brain an interpretation that it is eating as wonderful particular
food even if it is garbage. Therefore any food can be laced to taste for
instance like cream similar to ice cream but totally is not cream in substance of an individual flavor. Is it synthetic flavor from the chemist
invented and patented to taste like normal grown food? In closing the
article mentioned that we‘re not limited to artificial ingredients and certainly don’t have a project aiming at completely synthetic food. Really,
not yet perhaps as other corporation will?

Soon we will have forgotten what original vegetable-meat tasted like being fed chemicals from chemists and no longer know the difference between artificial foods produced. As GMO food looses their flavors, some
chemist sure must now come to rescue and compensate what was lost.
Please keep reading the other magazine article I collected to make you
more educated or perhaps get that sick tasteless feeling. Something is
wrong in this modern plastic world now accepting tasting junk and like
it. Huxley’s brave new world has arrived.

GMO Contaminated Food - Crime of the Century
It is outright criminal to perpetrate a lie by selling fruits and vegetables not labeled or tested for safety, as applied to humans, first.
The abused mentioned in my letter combine to create a massive
conspiracy against humanity that is fast becoming the crime of
the century that will lead to the destruction of our civilization.
Since the beginning of the 21st Century, we again reached the technical
ability to change God’s original design. Looking from the scientific aspect, humanity is not far from permanently and totally damaging God’s
creation through genetic manipulation - just like it was before the flood
of Noah. Believe it or not, most vegetables have already been 95% genetically altered for the worse. It is highly possible that the original seed varieties will become extinct within the next 10 years as many already have.
Agribusiness corporations freely mix vegetable and animals genes indiscriminately like fish genes in tomatoes. This practice will permanently change natural gene structures around the globe until all original
seeds are destroyed forever. True to the original oracle’s contract, God
will again send an asteroid like in Noah’s time. He will do so in order to
curtail man’s Frankenstinian madness. The event that will end this insanity is called the Apocalypse. I stumbled on 2008-2015 as the years of
its duration and wrote two books to explain my discovery and methods
of analysis and cross checking. It is for you to prove it for yourself.
After the Spinach TV show avoiding mentioning the real reason of
GMO changes in our food, I remembered another broadcast coverage
reported on TV coming from China.

18 Popular Science, August 8, 2007, Fighting Bad Taste: Food scientist Mark Zoller is engineering chemicals that can fool Americans into eating healthier.
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Numbered Fruits and Vegetables

19

Do not simply believe what I write here. Check out genetic research reports I referenced that are printed by honest scientists
warning us of the known and unknown risks of GMOs. Then
compare it with what you find displayed in your neighborhood
supermarket both vegetables and meats. Notice that every vegetable
and fruit is now identified with labeled number. Why?
The only logical conclusion is that these numbers are there to defend
sellers against lawsuits when someone gets sick or dies from eating genetically modified agricultural products. We need to label embedded
foreign genes and chemicals like all additives and ingredients are listed
on the labels of baked goods or cans of processed food according to
Federal law. The agriculture industry does not want to tell us the genetic composition of what they produce because they fear the outcries
by consumers. But will send a lawyer immediately if found even one
patented gene in your fruit or vegetable pad and asked for a license fee.
The lowest fee is $3,500 Dollars for one gene of many, which is cheaper
to pay up then spend it defending it in court20.
My question is; have our GMO food products been adequately tested
on generations of laboratory rats before selling it to the public? What
about the genetically imbedded pesticides, herbicides, growth hormones, antibiotics and the host of flavoring or color-enhancing chemicals? Should the public be the guinea pigs or laboratory rats?
It seems that it must be cheaper to pay off legal fees to defend against
the lawsuits of sick or dead persons rather testing a harvest for all imbedded chemicals and foreign genes. Am I the only voice in the wilderness among so many honest scientists? I don’t think so, and I don’t
make up these concerns. I share them as I read about it in magazines.

about cat food sold to China connected with deaths of mysterious brain
diseases even turn up all the way in Canada. Could it be connected with
contaminated GMO modified grain from America?
I am sure that nobody will be charged with criminal neglect even though
some rich people in China eat cats in fancy restaurants. I usually discover that when polluted grain or food is identified in this country will be
cheaply sold to China rather then disposed of. Once in China, these contaminated products cannot be tracked due to its massive population four
times bigger then the US. Our government controlled by special interest
is like asking the fox to watch the henhouse. After that came the NEWS
especially in California the hotbed of GMO and other states quarantined
some huge pork producers until a remedy is found (May2007) with identical cat food contamination syndrome causing death.

Apples
Recently, my wife threw away an apple. I looked in the wastebasket
to discover the reason why a good-looking apple was thrown out. I
discovered an irregular red colored shape within the white flesh and
wondered if it contained pharmacy genes I should not eat. Carefully
tasting it reminded me of strawberries.
Then I found a fruit from the crossbreeding of apples with pears in
the supermarket. I will not buy it having checked out some magazine
articles. Read some of the scientific journals and become informed of
the Frankenstein foods we are now creating never seen before on the
vegetable shelf in the market. I ask, “Why fish genes in tomatoes? What
could be its purpose?”

Chicken
I could get on unendingly with recent News coverage around the world, which did not report the
cause of the bird virus influence’s, SARS, mad
cow diseases or suppressed outbreaks of bovine
spongiform encephalopathy and now infected elkdear population in Canada and million chickens21
destroyed from pour farmers by the government.
Why destroy 300,000 birds in one area in Asia, a
third world countries not being controlled by a
health department? Where they contaminated
with pharmacy drugs raised from eggs without
the population knowing it? The government failed

Taco corn soybeans
Another outbreak of death and disease coming from China was reported on TV [4-24-07]. It was again traced back to American produced
seed with GMO contaminated corn and soybeans and/or other animal
feed. Now so-called special interest experts are trying to figure out how
widespread that contamination is. This latest headline follows on the
heels of other outbreaks like recent deaths attributed to contaminated
spinach we discussed above. California is a hotbed of GMO produced
food products to the point that other states have banned the products
of some huge pork producers until a remedy is found.
Remember the contaminated Taco Bell corn products two years ago?
On page 205 of my first book I mentioned a company called ProdiGene
produced “Pharm corn” that contaminated a soybean silo. Tony Laos,
CEO of ProdiGene, signed an out-of-court settlement between his company and the USDA in, which he agreed to undergo a stricter agency
oversight, to pay $250,000 fine and to buy back 500,000 bushels of contaminated soybeans from the co-op. Then I heard after that reported
19 GE Food Alert report, “Weird Science: The Brave New World of Genetic Engineering,” www.nbiap.

vt.edu/cf-docs/fieldtestsl.cfm, EarthSave magazine, Spring 2002.

20 Percy Schmeiser lost his seed grower business through GMO contamination by neighboring
fields, e-mail Roundvalley@saber.net 2-14-04.
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to tell the reason.
Quote: “The Scottish scientist has genetically engineered hens that can
not only produce useful drugs in their eggs but also reliable pass on
this characteristic to new generation of chickens!” And quoting another Frankenstein scientist from Laval University: “You could perhaps
change the flavor [eggs] or add something interesting for health.” Are
you volunteering for his experiments? How many more chickens will
be destroyed by the government and forceful removed from poor farmers in the future? These occurrences are the result created by scientist

21 Golden Eggs, engineered hens lay drugs, by C. Brownlee. Science News, January 2007, www.
sciencenews.org.
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as they failed to put adequate controls on their experiments, like the
killer bees let loose and now reported honeybees disappearing at an
alarming rate.
Will they follow the frogs and now even flies I no longer see? We should
think that they would first test the seeds before they sell it as food in the
market with dangerous complex chemicals embedded and find the deadly
pharmacies genes accidental transferred by modified pollens carried and
implanted by wind and weather in grain food and now even worry about
eating eggs and chicken contaminated with pharmacy drugs we cannot even taste or see? Are we totally gone crazy to allow those scientists
to poison us and let them walk around to sell their products without FDA
approval, rather locking them up as criminals? The wild and domestic animals die now in nature on a massive scale. Are we next? Would that mean
profit loss, which is usually passed on to penalize an ignorant consumer
rather the CEOs of gene corporations?
If I where a beef rancher and wondered about a declining market I would
become educated in modified beef before the public backlash accelerates
to a total decline of beef in America. In Californian, the hotbed of GMO,
ignorant cattle ranchers increasingly becomes frustrated and cannot understand why export to Asia, chiefly Japan, South Korea and Europe is
hindered as cattle ranchers share concerns about slipping markets.

Modified Beef
President Busch speech on May 24, 2007 fully aware of the beef
industry problem spoke about the trade deficit imbalance with
China and wanted to encourage the Chinese to buy beef from
America to help balance the budget. Why would he sell beef to
foreigners when I, as an American, stopped buying beef because it is
no longer beef? If we would produce good beef, we would have people
standing in line to get it. Or I would not have to fly to Mexico occasionally to get a good steak. This is just another reason to observe why the
Europeans, Chinese and Japanese will not buy our beef from America
even if President Busch would plead on his knees to enhance the government payment balance deficit. I rather think it was a pitch for the beef
industries’ special interest, which would not have a problem selling beef
if there were still some original cows left around with white fat as red fat
you can check out the meat counter will not taste beef to me. It becomes
lately too expensive for me to go to Mexico for a good steak no longer
available in my country.
Let’s explain a few more facts you as the consumer can identify with to
convince even a skeptic and I would advice my fellow farmers to pay
attention why we have a declining beef market. If you asked a small
farmer, usually ignorant about GMO, will show you with pride a fantastic good looking stately bull for his herd with promises of big dollar return? But what are the facts you can read in my Ag-Alert weekly
newspaper California Agriculture. January 31, 200722 stating big worries in a declining beef market as consumer becomes more educated,
avoiding beef with red fat no longer tasting beef especially if you are a
Jew eating unclean animals genes imbedded and think it is kosher.
22 AgAlert newspaper for California Agriculture January 31,2007. issn 0161-5408, www.cfbf.com.
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Here are few examples where the beef industry
is heading:
GMO science can now embed dead meat from other animal species in a
cloned cow23 FDA approved, which will alter its flavor when you taste its
meat. Cloned cows? Slimy dead alligator meat particles imbedded, which
will change the taste of beef? How about a skunk meat to make it smell
interesting? Have these scientists totally become insane and still get paid
government sponsored salaries in the universities rather locking them up
in an institution for the mentally challenged? Did they eat too many “Diacetyl” Twinkies?
Reading another magazine shocked me to my bones describing artificial
factory-grown meat becomes now fast-food reality. Giant sheets of grayish meat24 cells grown synthetically in factory racks using pig stem cells
with Omega-3 fatty acids and vitamins blasted in the mixture dispersed
through its veins, can now be produced by meat producing companies
especially sausage makers getting in line to exploit that technology. As a
previous German sausage snapper I already no longer buying sausage is
like a final death sentence executed. I thought stem cells where used in
cancer research but ending up eating it grown on racks and call it meat?
Or read about big worries in a declining beef market Ag-Alert weekly
newspaper California Agriculture [January 31, 200725], as consumer become more educated avoiding beef with red fat no longer tasting beef?
The previously mentioned magazine stated that beef is now cloned to
get the perfect steak on the market.26Somebody’s Frankenstein hyper
taste buds will become the standard in America as everybody can only
buy prevailing processed ground-up flavored colored beef usually sold
to McDonald’s food chain to make you get used to it. In other words,
Genes from various animals can now be inserted in cloned cows raised
in feedlots to give it a twist of different taste as animals genetically
modified in addition are fed bio-chemicals with growth hormones,
dangerous compounds you don’t want to know about.
Sure enough to read about in Popular Science Magazine that sausage
maker put a lot of chemicals in their products, which will last edible
24 years as found out by Garbologist. Some drill wells 20-90 feet deep
in landfills and pull up garbage deposited to study and sort out what
people bought years ago and examine what did not decompose. That
gives information to recycle future products perhaps make plastic computers out of corn-wood fibers. To their amazement found hot dogs
lasting up to 24 years in a dump correlated with cat litter trash27. What
a nice thought being confronted watching a ballgame in America eating a traditional hot dog to last 24 years and speculate why cancer is on
the increase. Why are hot dog treated like embalmed Egyptian mummies prevented to decompose and avoided by maggots or microbes in a
23 Popular Science, September 2006, Cloned Beef: It’s What’s For Dinner, by Irina Polejaeva has a

secret to the perfect steak, but is America ready for her recipe.
24 Popular Mechanics, March 2007, The Oik-Less BLT, by Iran Christ. Who needs animals? It’s only
a matter of time before factory-grown meat becomes fast-food reality.
25 AgAlert newspaper for California Agriculture January 31, 2007. issn 0161-5408, www.cfbf.com.
26 Worry-Free Beef, Fat Chance Genetic matches guarantee that your steak was cut from a healthy
cow, Popular Science. February 2007, page 49.
27 The worst job in science, Garbologist, Popular Science, July 2007, page 64 .
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dump heaven to last that long. That reminded me of a four-grain bread
package forgotten in my refrigerator for 6 month, which is still good
to eat and did not see any signs of mildew, fungus or yeast bacteria
gone funny. Is it too embalmed with ancient fluid to last to the next war
starvation cycle experienced 60 years ago in Germany under Russian
communist occupation?

chemical gunk will cook out and must wash the frying pan before I
cook the eggs. You need butter to fry your pork sausage as most of the
red meat you see through the casing looking like horse or zebra genes
not allowed in the United States to be eaten but genetically imbedded is
OK according to the FDA, which ruled that the law of labeling does not
apply in genetically modified products.

To give you a healthier choice that takes a little work, try buying pure
organic, not modified beef and make your own sandwich with a kosher
pickle while watching a ballgame. I read on the Internet that somebody
is now selling original beef on the Internet in Europe. It makes good
business sense and could become very successful in America as I would
line up to be the first customer saving money to go to Mexico when the
urge becomes strong for a good steak. There is a chance to make a million if you are inclined to be an entrepreneur.

Recent news paper clippings (June 2007) tell of the latest research of
20% human genes in pork and sheep with the goal to have compatible
human-pig or sheep organ transfer made possible for humans. What
guaranties do we have that the rest of those pork bellies will not end up
ground-up as sausage to make some extra profit what the university do
not want besides the organ ordered and make me now become a cannibal like being a misled Jew violating their religious belief eating unbeknownst un-kosher polluted meat now a quarter human flesh in hamburgers? Or like (pharmacy?) genetic changed chicken eaten by people
ended up being confiscated by the government in a massive search seen
on TV. I feel the pain for poor farmers terrible upset in Asia blaming it
again on viruses a comatose excuse not raising questions.

Why is American beef so dangerous to eat can be answered very simple?
The beef industry still feed animal byproducts mixed for cows in feed lots
knowing full well that the cow cannot metabolize as a pure vegetarian meat
byproducts, which will cause therefore mad cow diseases no longer reported. Now I read in the Science News July 2006 issue that “Mad cow disease28
might linger longer.” If a rancher sees a sick cow in his herd of cattle, he no
longer tells the authorities and probably just quietly will bury it without
telling anybody not to have his total herd confiscated by the government
without compensation as seen in Canada and many US feedlots.
The new finding implies that related human illness caused by eating
beef from cattle with mad cow disease could lie dormant for many years.
Then it is stated further that people eating contaminated beef can cause
Creutzfeldt Jakob disease, which kills brain cells and is fatal further down
in time. A buried sick cow therefore covered up quietly to avoid confiscation causing profit losses cannot be traced to the source years later.
Think about it when you see red beef fat on your grocery display and
wonder of its implication. Why not ask the butcher for white fat meat
hopefully not GMO modified beef? Will he get the message when you
no longer buy the product? I doubt it as most meat cutter probably
never went through high school and requires now a PhD or being born
60 years ago to know the difference.
I feel sorry for Jews being ignorant of kosher beef while eating unclean
animals embedded violating YHWH command. Think about it when
you see unusual red fat even on lamb and pork on your grocery display
the telling evidence of GMO and dangerous cloning practices. Why not
ask the butcher for white fat embedded meat hopefully not GMO modified beef still original? Can he find you meat with white fat? Will he
even get the message when you no longer buy the product?

Pork
Also noticed that pork fat genes has been displaced with something
like red colored looking horse genes to make the beacon look leaner as
you can checkout your meat counter yourself. Bacon it also more looking like beef jerky now needs to be fried with butter as only a brown
28 Biomedicine-Mad cow disease might linger longer, N.S., Science News, July 15, 2006, www.
sciencenews.org.
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Cloning Animals
The danger of clowned animals is now before the court in a
lawsuit against the FDR.29 I copied the court order at the end of
this report for you to get a taste of what is going on in that area.
I just was highlighting some paragraphs to get the drift of the
conflict against a mighty government no longer controlled by “we the
people.” We are no longer free.
The available science shows that cloning presents serious food safety
risks, animal welfare concerns, and unresolved ethical issues that require strict agency oversight. Currently, FDA has no mandatory rules
prohibiting the sale of cloned animals or food products from cloned
animals.
10 A recent survey conducted by the Pew Initiative on Food and
Biotechnology reported that 66 percent of American consumers are
uncomfortable with animal cloning and less then a quarter (23 percent) of consumers believe that animal cloning is safe.
13 Announcements, like these, claim the success and benefits of
cloning. Yet, there is no method to verify the veracity of these claims
because cloning is not regulated by FDA and the scientific data from
these experiments are not published or publicly analyzed.
19 Consumers have a right to know if their food is a product of a
cloned animal or progeny of an animal clone. FDA has no requirement for providing consumers with this information.
Cloning animals for commercial livestock production
will increase animal cruelty because the process inherently involves needless suffering of surrogates and
the deformed and sick offspring that often result from
cloning.
29 “Dinner for Two: Cloned or Original?” by Paul Elias, Associated Press.
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Animal cloning also is antithetical to some peoples’
moral and religious beliefs. FDA should institute a mandatory moratorium on food or feed from cloned animals
until full analysis of the ethical issues has occurred.

lations constitute a drug because each is intended to affect the
“function or structure” of an animal. 40 Id.

25 The NAS report was released in August 2002. The NAS acknowledged the lack of scientific evidence related to food safety and the
paucity of data on the safety of food from cloned animals, stating
“[t]here are to date no published comparative analytical data assessing the composition of meat and milk products of somatic cell
clones, their offspring, and conventionally bred individuals.”
30 Currently, it is largely unknown whether eating cloned animal
products is safe because there have been few studies and no longterm evidence demonstrating the safety.
35 Surviving clones often have compromised immune systems and
if used in intense animal confinement settings may consistently require the use of antibiotics.
36 This potential for increased use of antibiotics represents yet another food safety issue, which FDA must address in considering
whether to approve the employment of this technology. The suffering experienced by surrogate mothers is another concern. Surrogate
animals are subjected to repeated surgical operations to implant the
cloned embryos and extract the cloned fetuses. Most cloned animals
exhibit a condition known as “large-offspring syndrome,”, which
results in overly stressful deliveries for the surrogate mothers.
While the agency fails to regulate cloned animals, research and production of cloned animals continues in
a regulatory vacuum, and animal cloners are reportedly considering ignoring FDA’s voluntary prohibition
and touting the benefits of cloned animals for human
consumption. For example, in 2005, the Associated
Press reported that the cloning company ViaGen had
cloned pigs and beef cattle “ready to efficiently produce juicier steaks and tastier chops.”
43 (1) The constituent steps Somatic Cell Nuclear Transfer each meet
the FFDCA’s definition of a drug. FDA should find that each of the
three steps of somatic cell nuclear transfer meets the FFDCA’s definition of drug 44. The three component steps of SCNT are:
i. Enucleation: scientists remove the nucleus (containing the
DNA or genetic material) from a cell of an unfertilized egg
ii. Fusion: using an electrical stimulus, they fuse that enucleated
cell with the nucleus obtained from a somatic cell (any cell in the
body other then the reproductive cells). The product of this fusion is a reprogrammed cell.
iii. Implantation: the reprogrammed egg cell is implanted into a
surrogate mother. The resulting phenotype is allegedly identical
to the nucleus donor and cannot be achieved through traditional
breeding because SCNT attempts to take genetic material from
solely one animal.45 The product of each of these cell manipuPage 46
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Note : The court ruled in favor of the FDA. Revelation chapter 6 is on
their way climaxing on 10. September 2015 guaranteed.

Consumers - Wake Up! Vegetables Poisoned!
The consumer should demand that our own government to do
their job to reveal the facts in the interest of the public safety and
not ignoring people getting sick just like it happen now to bees
and animals dying in the wild and becoming extinct furthermore be alarmed of many organic farmers business failing. The willful
suppression of information by the FDA not enforcing Federal labeling
laws, are they affright to tell the public by hiding information as the
very food producing conglomerates will not tell you about what they
now produce? Will they tell you why spinach sold in the food market
[December 2006 TV-News coverage] killed so many people and blamed
it on E-coli bacteria coming from nearby grazing cows.
But could have been caused by genetic research using those deadly bacteria accidentally left over from the modification process to get larger
spinach plants now contaminating other fruit or vegetable as well, or
dangerous pharmacy drugs imbedded by pollen from a neighboring
field? In the later case these pharmacies drug laden vegetable should
never to be eaten by people for obvious reason any medical doctor
would be appalled. Is that perhaps why Mexican farmers I saw on TV
tending the many fields in California next to the contaminated spinach
field showed now being on a TV special program to cover-up a crime
to be dressed with protective head gear, gloves, special shoes and was
amazed to see fancy toilet facilities with special soaps and disposable
in every field to make you think that all Mexican laborer are save working among genetic modified vegetables? Is growing simple salad now
so dangerous to grow to be germfree protected in a bunny dress? Why
was the spinach field ploughed under so quickly and replaced with
cover crops seen on TV, destroying the evidence before the camera crew
and government agency had a chance to check it out?
Are farm workers exposed to E-coli bacteria working in vegetable fields
without a breathing mask and not being informed of the danger being surrounded in the workplace violating OSHA laws? How many farm workers died and became permanent sick needing organ transplant working
unprotected in vegetable fields not recorded by the health department
because they are not legal workers living and working in America?
Why does the FDA not enforce the existing Federal labeling laws on the
books, which require every substance imbedded in the product must
be labeled and tell the farmer and the employees not educated in GMO
danger of the risk when growing such vegetables. Check out your grocery store like a cookie label and notice about 30 chemicals ingredients
I have no idea why they are in a cookie. So what is the difference if
95% unlabeled fruits and vegetable including meat products now sold
in the US with other ingredients embedded is not treaded the same
way? Would the consumer buy the product if they find out that leftover
viruses and E-coli bacteria could have survived during a gene process
Copyright © 2008 Faith in the Future Foundation
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imbedded in vegetable or fruit? It is easier to play Russian Rolette then
trust an evolution fairy tale believing genetic scientist who believes a
frog can turn into monkeys (prince) ignoring what was original created
by a creator for our benefit. Only an uninformed consumer can be told
lies without consequence.

constitution “we the People...” but why reelect your senators and congressmen not controlling the Special Interests, is it because of their big
donations to get re-elected? Why not make the difference and save this
world for your children by voting them out -all of them, period. Its too
late already as genetic modification once in the environment will take
hundred of years to die out like it takes thousand of years to baby watch
a nuclear waste produced in this generation more trouble for the next.

I avoid vegetables, which have a little sticker with a number, which
has become impossible to find an alternative, which was only meant
for lawyers or maybe the health department to identify when massive
sickness or death should occur like the spinach event aired on TV to
withdraw it from the shelves. Will they tell you that it may contain a
higher concentration permitted of systemic chemicals imbedded like
pesticide, herbicide, growth hormones, antibodies and so many more
like pharmacy genes we do not want to know anything about?

E-coli Bacteria Criminally, Purposely
Transferred into Vegetables?
Please read a short E-mail NEWS coverage to tell you where
GMO is heading to replace God to create life. I mentioned that
E-coli bacteria where used in genetic modification, which resulted in death eating spinach. The industry paid for a TV program to cover up their crime to blame it on cows in the hill
not connected with the contaminated spinach field. Searching to understand gene technology and reading magazines article collected for
my GMO Babushka book to inform the public I came across with this
information, which will proof my theory as a neophyte in GMO to be
correct. Now I discovered what I all along suspected but now revealed
in this news report I copied. You be the judge, and hopefully now educated a little more how GMO works.
Church points to the most popular synthetic biology
method under study, genetically modifying existing
organisms, such as E. coli bacteria, to make them do
such things as churn out medications”....My ending to
clarify the sentence.... pharmacy genes now imbedded
in eggs and vegetables we eat and sold in the market made only possible with E-coli bacteria as some
survived the process and killed people embedded in
spinach or eating modified drugged eggs?30

You should really become acquainted with a deadly E. coli Bacterium.
It is a favorite toy for scientist playing around like a bull in the China
shop. Read the article “Microcosm: E.coli and a New Science of life,” by
Carl Zimmer in Science News Magazine, May 24, 2008.
Notice how the angel of death in diseases, now genetically mixed up
with natural lively organisms, always fascinates the scientist experimenting with it. The deadly E. coli bacterium demonstrates vigorous
life in the Petri dish. You can read how Mr. Zimmer compared E. coli at
work in his Petri dish to familiar aspects of “humanity and all life.”
How perverse! No wonder E. coli was the species atheistic scientists
first used to decipher the genetic code and to learn how genes switch on
and off. It has also been a model for studying how creatures sense and
swim, cooperate, wage war and allocate resources. Experiments with
E. coli ushered in modern advances in molecular biology and then synthetic biology. “If scientists can genetically engineer E. coli, why not any
animal?” Zimmer31 asked. “There is no essence that defines a species.”
A bull charging through a China shop does not reason and consider
how or why the owner laid out his shop and stocked it with the valuable selection he hopes to sell. Neither do most modern genetic technicians stop to think about why God created a complex biological web of
life with embedded intelligence in every cell structure. Divine intelligence must be revealed. Humans must be humble enough to ask for it.
The mass genetic modification of biological organisms driven by multinational greed is messing up our environmental China shop worse than
a bull does. The world we live in is full of precious biological life forms,
each embedded with a mystery, as every medical doctor worth his salt
would tell an atheistic scientist. They are looking in the wrong places to
solve food production problems.

Also, notice the analogy used as a PC and reprogramming it into a
Mackintosh computer code cell system. Seeing GMO from a dual rail
perspective gives us a much better understanding what Frankenstein
black magic do behind our back. The E-coli death caused in the Spinach
fiasco should be prosecuted and charge the scientist with criminal homicide as they caused 28 deaths eating spinach vegetable contaminated
with E-coli they introduced in the vegetable knowing full well that Ecoli bacteria not always is eliminated by the cell intelligence immune
system and can break out again in some plants among ten thousand
in one acre modified spinach grown obviously not mentioned on the
special TV program to keep the public ignorant and comatose. When
we buy genetic modified fruit nobody cares and wonders why are fruit
labeled with a sticker but blame yourself. I have been told to have a

Smashing atoms with 100 billion dollar cyclotrons as big around as a
city will never decipher the secrets of nature. It is dangerously stupid
to use E.-coli bacteria to manufacture synthetic life: whatever progress
made will be harmful or unsustainable at best. Long-lasting good will
never come from it. It is like smashing atoms to smithereens and then
scraping the fractured pieces off the cloud chamber walls to figure out
the original pizza pie recipe. Deadly bacteria will not produce life but
death. Just watch the news on TV with an open mind.

30 Dr. George Church, a genetics professor at Harvard Medical School.

31 Elizabeth Quill, Pantheon Books, 2008, $25.95.
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We must stop GMO scientists hiding in universities and corporations
who are engaged in an uncontrolled race toward getting another gene
patented to legally charge a fee if someone would have fruit or vegetables grown on his garden plot if you sold some fruit to the neighbors
even if accidental gene was embedded by wind or weather. The indusCopyright © 2008 Faith in the Future Foundation
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try is no longer interested in basic research as their behavior crossed the
criminal line with a lot of dead people laying in their path with thousands waiting for an organ transplant destroyed eating vegetables. I
witness programs on TV with an uncontrolled frenzy to assault nature.
Check it out what their aim is; quote: “its part of a broader field called
“synthetic biology” or “synthetic genomics” that aims to build new organisms that work in ways totally different then nature intended.32

about whether the Venter approach will really play a
big role.

Modern GMO scientists to not believe in two entropy laws of physics
and want to supplement it with another one replacing it with GMO
technology “a first step toward making synthetic life” circumventing basic physical entropy laws. Their aim is nothing more in creating
plastic artificial food with modified taste receptacles to proof that the religious idea “God” is obsolete as man will therefore become God. Read
Revelation chapter 6 how God responds to this challenge from another
rail perspective as humanity must suffer, which tolerates crimes perpetrated against humanity and nature according to God’s laws “cause-effect” indisputable existing since creation.

“One could wonder whether this method will be used
for more then a tiny research community,” added Dr.
George Church, a genetics professor at Harvard Medical School. “Most people find it easier to work with
pieces” of DNA.

“There are people doing some important synthetic engineering efforts with other approaches,” cautioned Dr.
David Relman, a microbiologist and infectious disease
specialist at Stanford University. “This is a different one
that is a little more daring, and perhaps dramatic.”

Church points to the most popular synthetic biology
method under study, genetically modifying existing
organisms, such as E. coli bacteria, to make them do
such things as churn out medications.

Talk about identity theft: Scientists changed one species of bacteria into
another by performing a complete gene swap. By Lauran Neergaard,
AP Medical Writer WASHINGTON:

In contrast, Venter’s self-named institute in Rockville,
Md., is trying to create an artificial chromosome — the
structure that carries DNA — that contains industrially useful genes such as ones that could help produce
alternative fuels.

It’s a step in the quest to one day create artificial organisms,
part of a bigger project to custom-design microbes
that could produce cleaner fuels. But the way it was
performed, dubbed a “genome transplant,” has genetics specialists buzzing.

That work is far from complete, but to make it work,
they’d have to put the artificial chromosome into a living
cell and it would have to jump-start that host. Thursday’s
experiment was designed just to prove an entire-genome
switch is possible, with regular bacteria DNA.

“This is equivalent to changing a Macintosh computer
to a PC by inserting a new piece of software,” declared
genome-mapping pioneer J. Craig Venter, senior author of the new research published Thursday by the
journal Science.

The Venter team picked two Mycoplasma species,
simple germs that contain a single chromosome and
lack the cell walls that form barriers in other bacteria.35 First, they
added genes to turn the donor bacteria an easy-to-spot
bright blue, and to make it resist an antibiotic used to
kill off any host germ that retained its own genes.

For years, scientists have moved single genes and even
large chunks of DNA from one species to another. But
Venter’s team transplanted an entire genome, all of an
organism’s genes, from one bacterium into another in
one fell swoop.
These weren’t complex bacteria33, but cousins from a family of small, simple microbes known as Mycoplasma.
Nor do the researchers know exactly how the transplant
took hold. But somehow the new genes cleanly replaced
the old and started working correctly — not very often,
but in just enough cells to prove the concept.

“That’s extremely inefficient,” acknowledged lead
scientist John Glass, a Venter Institute microbiologist.
“We think we can steadily improve this.”

The experiment “is a landmark in biological engineering,” said Dr. Barbara Jasny, a deputy editor of
Science. Beyond pushing scientific boundaries, why
would switching a goat germ into a cattle germ be useful?34

“Synthetic genomics still remains to be proven, but
now we are much closer36 to knowing it’s actually theoretically possible,” added Venter.

That’s not the real aim. It’s part of a broader field called
“synthetic biology” or “synthetic genomics” that aims
to build new organisms that work in ways totally different then nature intended — and scientists are divided

automatically mean an artificial chromosome alone
could activate a living cell.

32 By Lauran Neergaard, AP Medical Writer
33 Deadly bacteria?
34 Using deadly bacteria?
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Then they stripped off the donor chromosome’s proteins, to see if naked DNA alone could “reboot” a foreign cell. Blue germs appeared within days of dropping the genome into lab dishes containing the second
bacteria. Not many — only about one in every 150,000
cells took up the donor genome and grew, but they
bore no evidence of the original DNA.

Copyright © 2008 Faith in the Future Foundation

It’s not clear that the method would work on larger, more complicated
bacteria, other specialists cautioned. Nor does the work

35 The front door policeman is missing recognizing deadly germs and other bacteria?
36 Watch God’s finger in the sky. Keep reading.
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“It’s going to be much more complicated to do with
synthetic organisms,” said Dr. Jonathen Eisen, an evolutionary biologist37 at the University of California, Davis.
Still, “it’s a great first step” (My ending ... for God’s wrath.)

around will not grow again with terminator genes imbedded coming
from America. Now farmers learned the hard way what American corporation did and will plead in the future with terrorist to help them to
destroy America so we can live another season. Keep an eye on New
York nuclear destruction coming soon and connect it with what you
read here being educated hopefully learning about GMO. When I see
on TV New York going up in a mushroom cloud then I know why such
hatred from other nations was expressed against America destroying
globally their food forever.

http://news.yahoo.com/s/nm/20070628/sc_nm/genes_synthetic_dc;_ylt=Ar1SgPAMNu_nkeJkdzBtx1obr7sF

Terminator Genes - Satan’s Ultimate Insult to God
The gene technology corporations will not tell you about terminator genes38 imbedded in seeds to make the next generation planting
cycle extinct when you buy the seeds. That spells out big profit for
the corporation as you have to buy again for the next year season
seeds for your garden since the previous years seed saved will not germinate. Or is it damage control of a pharmacy gene process running amuck?
When scientists wanted to curtail potential death unavoidable at this
time working with E-coli bacteria used as a tool in modification process, which makes transferring DNA possible, they imbedded terminator genes in seeds to limit the exposure maybe for health problems.
However, that process would also prevent that seed from growing into
another plant? Logically therefore seeds with modified sex reproduction spliced out will then become extinct in the next generation as the
farmer is forced to buy it through the same corporation as his seed usually saved for the previous crop will not germinate. The seed company
now becomes very wealthy who controls the world seed bank as the
farmer is forced to buy seed again for the next season. That scenario is
a dangerous situation provided they do not become bankrupted like
Enron Corporation.
But if the farmer is too poor to buy seeds for the next year and never did
before like thousands in the third World, what option is left for them? India last year had a huge failure in rice and therefore starvation for many
families. Our American seed corporation does not care as they are caught
on one side to curtail death caused by E-coli bacterium modification or
death by starvation. Money won out but political in the world America
will be hated more, which one day will erupt on our soil.
To insert terminator genes into seeds is the highest evil ever perpetrated in history and a crime against humanity as it affects everybody around the globe.
Denying the cause and effect laws or the laws of entropy is working
against the scientist. They believe that they are exempt from moral
laws imbedded in the human race and physics when dabbling in genetics and tell you;” do not worry to eat the bigger fruit as it is good
for the special interest economy with gigantic factories corporation
making more money. Forget about old-fashioned organic farmers disappearing, which are only a fly in the soup and should be eliminated
as troublemakers. We can already see globally the effects in the third
world as local rice production was reduced in India, but they could
not understand its reason not being educated that rice seeds next time
37 Does Dr. Jonathen Eisen, an evolutionary biologist believe in fairytales that a frog kissed
becomes a prince against entropy laws?
38 “Terminator Genes: Here’s Another Fine Mess Biotechnology Has Gotten Us Into,” Karen
Wright, Discover Magazine, August 2003.
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What is outright criminal to perpetrate a lie and sell fruit and vegetable not labeled according to federal laws and without testing it on laboratory rats first and
then to say that it is save for human consumption and in addition teach stupid
evolution fairy tales as science in our schools to make the future generation of
kids compliable never to question what the FDA, politician and deranged scientist dish up, will become the crime of the century destroying our civilization.

Genetic Flashback to Ancient Times
To expand our horizon in GMO technology from a dual rail perspective let me divert a little back in humanity’s history, which always was
a mystery for me to see if we can learn something from the past not
allowed to teach in our schools for obvious reasons. The unanswered
question seeing evidence of genetic modification in ancient records
fascinated many without much success as our modern education establishment is brainwashed in the wrong direction believing in fairy
tales and theories of million years of evolution and can therefore not
recognize what is buried in ancient scrolls or seen on stonewalls. Genetic research is so strange for many but can plainly be seen recorded
in the Bible–Genesis report or in most ancient books mentioned written
by Jashar or Enoch and would just thoroughly investigate it and study
stonewalls or Egyptian tombs embossed from ancient times alongside
with the tools available in science.
Let’s examine, what humanity was doing playing God before the Atlantis civilization vanished as mans nature has not changed comparing our
gene technology in magazine articles with pictures of ancient craft of a
civilization before the Flood time. Information embedded in stones as a
medium like an Aztec calendar clock39 is more durable over thousand of
years to convey ideas and should not think of them as primitive like our
modern scientist believing in evolution myth but take it serious what they
communicate and find the reason of why would they too be so fascinated
in changing nature. Even when we examining art objects from ancient
time in museums or found in antique stores, we should judge them with
the possibility seeing them with the eyes of GMO, which could have been
practiced in ancient times.
As a previous inventor of high tech instruments like your computer
disk drive still useful in your laptop computer came about as from previous inventions with concepts laid out by others then developed further reflect a higher level to be useful. The first disc drive I was working
on in the 1960s was bigger then a wash-machine and needed a forklift
to move it. Now it weight less then a pound and getting smaller with a
39 Third Babushka book, Asteroid Answer to Ancient Calendar Mysteries.
Copyright © 2008 Faith in the Future Foundation
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thousand times more capacity but still in principal the same only more
efficient. So strange ideas do not exist in a vacuum as they may tell of
realities we are only ignorant about.

break forth hundred years later with accompanying different behavior
abilities connecting with the early rootstock, which is proof of previous
GMO human-animal experimentation from before Noah’s days. That
points out even Noah’s descendents becoming the second civilization
no longer was genetic pure from Adam seeing defective recessive genes
later in his great grandchildren and now seeing different race of humanity emerging with evolving in four distinct skin-color thousand years
later according to the Second law of Thermodynamic. It was high time
in 2288 BC from my perspective for God to save his creation delayed
by his great mercy stretched to the very last minute to make a genetic
extinction path of gene modification gone out of control to end.

For an example, I bought a wooden figure in an obscure antique country store and made a photograph, which I copied for my front page
Babushka GMO book to show that we are not alone of thinking along
a genetically altering path indicating what may have been fashionable
in ancient times alive seeing only extinction on this earth as reference.
Notice that ancient wooden Aztec figure looks like a Mermaid with
fish tail. It has short wings not for flying but indicating that is comes
from Nephalim genes with half human-half fish and is female with protruding breasts and across her sex organs, there is a male buck with
horns indicating fertility. I believe this art object is 300 years old seeing
woodworm holes and judging by the paint, it may be much older. Why
do I find ancient art object everywhere around the world in different
cultures all sharing GMO ideas, which must have embedded previous
reality like my old disk drive invented first by others.
Following the trail of recessive genes and finding it at our doorstep looking at our four different ethnic races in humanity later appearing after
Noah’s time with white-black-red and yellow skin color pointing out
GMO laws embedded and practiced in ancient times. We have learned
that recessive genes will emerge in later generation’s, which was faithful recorded by ancient Hebrews history books among other cultures
well documented mentioning giants appearing again like Goliad and
his brothers Gath two times bigger if you heard about David slingshot
story. Even earlier in time 500 years before, Israel in Moses time (1400
BC) sent 12 spies reporting what they saw in the land of Canaan, seeing giants two times bigger scaring everybody except two spies Caleb
and Joshua and brought along huge recessive gene modified fruits and
grapes so big and needed two persons to carry.
Joshua, 40 yeas later, reflects on his experience in the book of Jashar
(Joshua 10:13, 2.Samuel 1:18) on meeting giants of the Anakim tribe
and must have research the ancient records of the descendants of Ham
telling of Nephalim people via Noah-Ham-which is Noah’s grand son
Canaan, which was cursed why? Was it found out to have recessive
genes in his lineage of preFlood giants or people emerging with different skin color as the Hebrew mentioned a word connected with Canaan
“uncovered” and to Noah’s greatest shock and surprise to find out that
his family was not 100% genetic pure from Adam. Being stunned to
notice that one wife of his son still had embedded recessive genes aberration from the Nephalim-extraterrestrial tribe genetic mix-up time
causing the flood instigated by God. We see in history later a super tribe
emerging and becoming the Rephaites and Anakites, the descendants
of Ham the son of Noah known as giants ending in Sodom Gomorrah
Abrahams time frame?
It could have been the reason for destruction of that society developing
into another genetic aberration developing for humanity not allowed
by God to exist, which is reflected in Gomorrah’s behavior who wanted
to have sex with visiting angels to procreate a master race forbidden
that even two daughters offered by Lot for sex were refused? I learned
that modified recessive genes from previous gene manipulations will
Page 54
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So Genesis eyewitness and other ancient cultures tell us of gene technology
story of an ark-submarine boat as means of saving original genetically pure
animals including Noah’s family with lots of clean genetic seeds stored as a
gift for future people being born on the other side of that apocalypse. Before
2288 BC, it was big business changing genetic manipulation even changing
humans into genetic aberrations like mermaid half fish, half lion, half horse
half bird exploitation seen on ancient stonewalls and statuettes we wonder
about and think of it as religious mysteries interpreted by mono rail specialist biased in an evolution religion.
At the end of this GMO report you can read another story from another
author highlighting the other rail of my dual railroad perspective with
more information on this subject. If God had not sent the flood it would
have destroyed all of God’s original creation and you and I would not
be on this planet to tell you about as we all would have turned perhaps
into monkeys as modern scientists only paint it on museum walls lacking fossilize bone examples. Finding questionable fossils of half monkey half man like “Lucy” could rather point to the same gene experiments as embossed in Egyptian and Babylon graves if you just ignore
million age theories with comes with their package. The Lucy fossilized
remains were discovered in 1974 in the remote, desert-like Afar region
in northeastern Ethiopia. Lucy is classified as an Australopithecus afarensis, which lived alleged in Africa between about 4 million and 3 million
years ago, and is the earliest known hominid. Most scientists believe
afarensis stood upright and walked on two feet, but they argue about
whether it had ape-like agility in trees. The loss of that ability would
suggest crossing a threshold toward a more human existence.

Discovered Human Giant Bones
The Bible recorded that giants existed, descendants of the Anak or from
Cain’s’ son, Enoch, who lived before the Flood. Genesis 14:5 references
families of giants in Abraham’s day: Rephaim, Emim and Zuzim. When
Moses lived, the Israelites defeated Og, King of Bashan. We read this
interesting fact:
For only Og king of Bashan was left of the remnant of
the Rephaim Behold, his bedstead was an iron bedstead; it is in Rabbah of the sons of Ammon. Its length
was nine cubits and its width four cubits by ordinary
cubit. (Deuteronomy 3:11)
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A cubit is
about 18 inches, so that was
a pretty big
bed! Another
outbreak
of
recessive giant
genes occurred
in
David’s
time,
which
made him famous by killing
Goliath.
Goliath also
had brothers
recorded to be
over 9 feet tall.
Fossil bones
were
found
in
different
locations that
witness to the
existence
of
very large human beings.
You will not
learn
about
these people
from the corrupt education
priesthood.

At first I could
not fit this story
into my understanding of science, but God
opened
my
mind to the answer. We must
read the ancient
Hebrew
text
very carefully
and notice that
Noah must have
been an Italian,
I am sure. Most
Italians in my
neighborhood
own vineyards
planted by their
immigrant ancestors wherever they settled.
Noah must have saved some rootstock from before the Flood, which he
planted soon after leaving the ark. That rootstock was from prehistoric
grapes much bigger in size due to the higher oxygen levels that existed
before the Flood as proved from ancient amber samples. I wish I had
some of those cuttings for my vineyard in California. I might make some
money for a change! With a truck transporting super grapes would be
no problem.
Not understanding nature from ancient times linked with the parabolic
time dimension makes investigation of old fossil cells a mystery. Why
are they bigger than anything we can find today?

Instead, they teach about “Lucie,” which is an artificial assemblage of
small bone pieces gathered from distant locations and put together for
a posed publicity picture. It does not bother their consciences to promote 3 foot tall animal bones as a human ancestor. The ignorant public
is willingly deceived by the manipulated “evidence” for an atheistic
evolution religion that denies science shamelessly.

Many imagine that the universe must be billions of NASA years old.
They measure data from our present time but do not consider if the
speed of light is not constant, which would make our time dimension
getting shorter as clearly stated in the Bible and proven by ancient goldbronze clocks exhibited in museums.

The picture below shows a model of fossilized bones collected from
a different location. You should check it out and decide for yourself
if they are authentic. 40 This museum is open to the public. You could
write your own Babushka book! Also, check out the sandstone muck
human footprints imprinted in a dinosaur track exhibit also in Texas.

The Biblical creation model makes much better sense when you have
objective facts. The Bible tells us about ancient genetic technology in
Genesis and other ancient books you can read. These stories are verified
with a new discovery deciphering ancient mystery clocks like a Chinese
bronze clock and others, the most famous being the Antikythera bronze
clock41 now deciphered.

A big fruit mystery arose when I read in Numbers 13:23 that the 12
spies with Joshua and Caleb as their leaders came back from checking
out the Canaanite giants carrying huge single cluster of grapes from the
valley of Eshcol carried by two people. They called the inhabitants the
descendants of Anak and referred to themselves like grasshoppers in
comparison. As proof, they brought these unnaturally large grapes.

Check out the clock Babushka book, Asteroid Answers to Ancient Calendar Mysteries. Do not just put away this unheard story from your
mind simply because it does not match the fairytales taught in schools.
Test it out with true science for yourself!

40 http://bibleprobe.com/nephilim.htm
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ently to circumvent abortion laws we use fetus stem cells imbedded
now in pigs with ever increasing percentage now 20% human genes
and doing it through the familiar backdoor method. It is just a slice of
salami at a time to have it all. I hope the human pork belly will not be
ground-up in sausage, which would make me a half a cannibal another
gene aberration without knowing it. Check out your recent magazine
articles referenced later. Although scientists have learned a great deal
about the human genome, the overwhelming majority of DNA remains
a complete mystery. For all the new advances made in genetics, we are
constantly discovering how complex the DNA really is and how much
more we have to learn43.

Conclusion
Chinese Bronze Clock42
Notice in the picture below that the center is embedded with a modern
computer 8-bit binary code of dashes and dots, which are like “zeros”
and “ones” in this Bronze Age, 4,000-year old clock. How did the ancient know about our computer language?
Now coming to our time after thousand years previously enjoying
original uncontaminated and unscrewed genetic vegetables or animals’
food saved from Noah’s time not modified by the Nephalim Atlantis
civilization humanity again is confronted with Satan’s genetic modification trick to destroy again what God created you can also read about
in the third Babushka Calendar book. That first genetic mix-up crime
resulting and ended up in extreme violence causing God to respond
with his wrath and send an asteroid 5 February 2287 to destroy genetic
aberrations on the earth, which would thereafter wobble like pendulum
screwing up ancient calendars you can checkout in museums bronzegold clocks now deciphered. Here is just another proof why there was
a major flood catastrophe destruction and learn about from another ancient witness measuring time not they way we do today but invented
mechanical devises measuring a wobble of our earth caused by an asteroid matching the Noah’s Flood period, which can therefore be dated
applying our Gregorian calendar converted.
Today our technology is getting close what was then done before, as a
few years ago I remember before congress the questions where asked if
modification of a human fetus would be allowed where gene technology could progress to a point violating existing abortion laws to integrate with genetic research. It was suggested before senators to harvest
human transplant organs from fetuses harvested genetically modified
to have something like a baby without arms and legs in a special cubical
developed, which would be killed when the organ was needed. Would
they consider it human under the existing abortion laws?

My six Babushka books are unusual. They view the universe from a
dual rail perspective to educate what is far out presented and will not
find it discussed in church or any university. They resemble a puzzle
picture, which will take some time to put together. But when you see on
TV a nuclear explosion in America then take the time and look for them
if you can still get your hands on some babushka eggs books now free
on the Internet if the government still allows a free Internet exchange.
So buy now or download and print them. It may be your last chance to
gain advice on how to survive with a roadmap that explains what will
happen in the future.
To conclude what has been said that after thousands years of human history humanity again has reached the technical ability to change God’s
original design, mixing indiscriminately vegetable-animals genes, which
will permanently change the original gene structure around the globe
until all original seeds become extinct forever in this generation. This is
in cross violation of the original oracles or contract made by God with
Adam and was ratified with Noah. The earth belongs to God and we are
only a temporal tenant and again must send another asteroid as prophesied to curtail mans Frankenstein destructive madness like in Noah’s
time. It will end humanity’s destructive behavior inventing nuclear and
genetic virus-bacteria deadly poison bombs unleashed on humanity ending in Armageddon and caused food to become extinct in a gene mixing
insanity. It will end another evil generation lived on this earth with the
same method history recorded and stops humanity destructive path with
another event, which the Bible calls the Apocalypse. I stumbled on a date
2008-2015 writing two Babushka books to explain it what is happening
around us and not because I am a prophet. It is for you to check it out.

We have forgotten that was the time of drug induced birth defect experiments gone the wrong way seeing babies born without arms and
some without legs on TV. If the senators would have said it is OK then
we would be at the doorstep of what was done in Noah’s time. Pres-

Looking from the scientific aspect you will find that humanity is not
far behind and reaching the point of permanently damaging God’s
creation by genetic manipulation just like they did before the flood of
Noah’s days. Believe it or not, most vegetables have already been 95%
genetically altered for the worse as original seeds become now extinct
within the next 10 years. God will not idly look on while his creation
is destroyed by puny man and Satan gloating as he has send another
Jonah in the town New York to announce its destruction 9 February
2009 or repent. Seeing now a date on the horizon we should get informed about Hebrew clock cycles, which will foretell events shortly

42 www.Jalanmiami.com ; Jalanjalan NE Second Ave 33137 Miami FL 33921 (305-572-9998)

43 Finding Treasure in Trash, by Koinonia House, 12-13-2005.
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to come. Learning about clock dates and
Hebrew numbers44 and applying them to
present times like 9-11 is only a precursor
for events to come. I would pay attention
to Hebrew prophecy codes matching clock
gears and would not stay in New York when
that time comes around, like being warned
before 9/11 working in the building, which
disappeared from downtown area.
So heed this warning as you may not be
around in New York after 2009 if you live
there. The Ancient Hebrew Alphabet exposed a system like clock cycles, which
mesh and can therefore be accepted as true because they are imbedded in the Torah being a Gentile I discovered and revealed by God,
which I know personally through my spirit, like prophets did in ancient
times. Presently some red heifers are being raised on special farms to be
ready when the Temple in Jerusalem 2009 is erected in Israel. Will these
animals be kosher or have unclean animal genes imbedded to pollute
the new Temple and incur God’s wrath? I am sure that they will not
be bought from America as other countries still restrict import of beef
grown in America.

Genetic Modification Exposed!

time, when hell is around you? Relating these mysteries unknown to
science I conclude that the Apocalypse projection clock cycles 20082015 date is now witnessed from science embedded in ancient mystery
bronze and gold clocks exhibited in museums, which can be cross-referenced in history and checked out with added information supplied by
archeology-geology will therefore establishes truth as a second witness.
What you do with that controversial information is your problem as I
hope they will not kill the second Jonah messenger sent. If you live in
New York, I would watch therefore that specific date discovered: New
York - 9 February 2009? And tell your relatives or friends if they live
there. I hope that the secular controlling inquisition priesthood similar
to what Galileo experienced will not hate the messengers of bad news.

Asteroid Coming our Way!
When we see God’s finger in the sky45,46 then remember what I told you in this booklet. God is
angered with humanity screwing up his creation
diabolically poisoning the environment and destroying most original seeds with terminator genes
while all along denying that God exists against
the background of scientific proof. It is willful rebellion against the creator and will make an end
to man’s destructive behavior just like he judged
the Nephalim-Atlantis First Civilization in Noah’s
days, which perished on 5 February 2287 BC47; except this time around He will save more of humanity for a better future
as He announced that the Kingdom of God on earth is ready to come
and rule the world with an iron fist. God no longer will be invisible but
becomes visible in the person of Jesus Christ every body around the globe
has heard His name not to get confused with other cult religions, you can
read about it on the Internet.
My last question I like to ask coming from a Christian reading science
magazine from a dual rail perspective and familiar with the Bible would
you listen to another Jonah if he came to town announcing God’s judgment with a date of the Apocalypse. Would you be interested to read
how to survive and be safe in God’s hand like within an ark in Noah’s
44 Check out the meaning of numbers in the Hebrew Alphabet Number system on the internet,
a newly discovered code.www.apocalypse2008-2015.com.
45 Killer Asteroid coming our way, Popular Mechanics, December 2006.
46 Incoming, (an asteroid prediction)by Gregory Mone, Popular Science, September 2003.
47 A new Babushka book: Asteroid Answers to Ancient Calendar Mysteries. Seven mystery
gold and bronze clocks deciphered to show our present age will end in 2012.
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Noah’s Ark Found in Norway?
My GMO report is viewed from a scientific aspect how humanity destroys and makes now extinct most seeds. God previously preserved
for us original seeds and animals stored on a boat 2288 BC to survive
an asteroid impact. That story is true if you have the time assembling
a good puzzle picture by following the pattern, learned to be patient
and skill to assemble the pieces together from geology, ancient history
and the Bible recorded. By using all the records to humanity available
should give us a well rounded perspective of our world rather be political correct riding on a narrow minded mono rail system unbalanced
educated and biased to believe in an evolution religion.
God’s finger preparing for the coming asteroid 2015 is already waiting in
an 820-day orbit around the sun as reported in magazine you can read too.
Incredible to me to discover that God will not let his creation to chance of
extinction and provided again another boat to protect future seeds not having been destroyed by Satan’s friends. He uses the same method again recorded in Aztec and Genesis history reported but this time not uses water
but a firestorm to completely burn off GMO perverted seeds from the earth
including guaranteed will destroy permanently American corporations
and its atheistic evil scientist followers from this globe.
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Like ancient humanity in Noah’s days manipulated and produced
GMO aberrations deteriorated into an atheistic society too, denying
God the creator who blesses us with the gift of abundant variety foods
with regular season guaranteed unchanged for thousand of years - will
not idly watch on the sideline to have his creation destroyed by mortals. Especially this time again when atheistic humanity allowed and
sanctioned the crime of genetic destruction in terrible conflict with God
big time. God will restore original seed again for the next generation
benefit by using the same method he used before and now has warned
people in prophecy of another 52 km asteroid already in orbit even the
Aztec-Toltec-Mayan religion matches the Bible Daniel-Revelation we
should not ignore but check it out.

The World’s Agricultural Legacy
Gets A Safe Home48 Vault on Arctic

Isle Would Protect Seeds

By Rick Weiss
Washington Post Staff Writer
Monday, June 19, 2006; Page A01
The high-security vault, almost half
the length of a football field, will be
carved into a mountain on a remote
island above the Arctic Circle. If the
looming fences, motion detectors
and steel airlock doors are not disincentive enough for anyone hoping to breach the facility’s concrete
interior, the polar bears roaming
outside should help.

Enough information is stated in these four Babushka books. Here you
can read another magazine article how God is preparing and saving his creation from the perils of the coming Apocalypse 2008-2015.
Therefore, when we read about another Ark of Noah in our time frame,
which will too preserve seeds for the next generation, we should take
notice of God’s intention. That is another sign of many that God has
determined for the apocalypse to arrive. Even comparing the size of
the ancient Ark divided by crossover ribs into cavern is now replicated
in cement in Norway Ark building what a coincidence?
Notice when Noah went into the ark, God closed the door from the outside after Methuselah’s death 21 December 2288 BC. Then there was silence nothing happened for 46 days, which gave Noah’s workers time to
get organized. But on the second month the 17th day the deluge started
with horrible noise of Hydrogen and Oxygen colliding producing water
with an earth rendered by an asteroid causing the original spin axis to
change on the 5 February 2287 playing back the planetarium sky. Ancient
clocks track the earth wobble as modern scientist could not encipher why
someone would build clocks made from pure gold and bronze weighing
more one man could carry as many found in museums around the world
not deciphered. The Apocalypse was dated to be 21 December 2008 according to 66 mathematical proofs from the Hebrew alphabet code. In addition it is witnessed from science the other rail as now we have ancient
calendar clocks deciphered, verified by ancient clocks like the Aztec and
Antikythera, a 32 gear bronze clock calculators measuring a time converted to Gregorian calendar to be in co-aligning with Biblical prophecy
to take away the excuse “nobody knows the time.”
So God has finalized an accurate calendar for humanity and forewarned
us to take heed decided to burn again genetic modification with fire. He
will preserve healthy seeds stored again safely in an ark away from the
destruction of an asteroid already in orbit. In this report from science,
you will hear about the reason for that project, which amazed me greatly. How many witnesses must God send to convince us what is presented in four babushka eggs as I am not skilled to write as a foreigner?
It seems that I had to endure not having peace unless I had followed
God’s urging to write it down. Jonah unwilling at first too finally has
come to town with a warning and what you do with that information is
your business as I do not benefit financial rather lost a lot of my retirement as Jonah did not get paid either.

agree, nothing less would do.

The more then 100 nations that have
collectively endorsed the vault’s
construction say it will be the
most secure facility of its kind in
the world. Given the stakes, they

Its precious contents? Seeds -- millions and millions of them -- from
virtually every variety of food on the planet.
Crop seeds are the source of human sustenance, the product of
10,000 years of selective breeding dating to the dawn of agriculture.
The “doomsday vault,” as some have come to call it, is to be the ultimate backup in the event of a global catastrophe -- the go-to place
after an asteroid hit or nuclear or biowarfare holocaust so that, difficult as those times would be, humanity would not have to start
again from scratch.
Once just a dream -- albeit a dark one, attractive only in comparison to the nightmare that would precede its use -- this planetary
larder is about to become a reality. Today, on the barren Norwegian
outpost of Svalbard, the prime ministers of five nations and a small
throng of other officials will lay the cornerstone for what will be, in
effect, the Fort Knox of seeds.
“We will have the biological foundation for all of agriculture, which
is really saying something,” said Cary Fowler, executive secretary
of the Global Crop Diversity Trust, the international organization
coordinating the vault’s creation with the Norwegian government.
“It is a stunning achievement, if you think about it, and it would be
about as safe as human beings can make it.”
If progress continues during the short building season this summer
and next, the high-tech cavern will start accepting deposits from
smaller seed banks and agricultural and scientific organizations by
fall 2007 under the terms of an international treaty that took effect
two years ago.
48 http://www.washingtonpost.com/wpdyn/content/article/2006/06/18/AR2006061800950.html
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Then, with a loud clank and the sound of sucking air, the door will
close. And the Svalbard International Seed Vault will slip into a subzero slumber -- an insurance policy for human civilization.

Air handling equipment will bring in outdoor air during the winter
months, when temperatures hover around minus 30 degrees. Refrigeration units will be available to keep interior temperatures cold during
Svalbard’s summer, though scientists expect the equipment will rarely
be needed and no one will panic if it occasionally breaks down.

Scientists estimate there are 2 million varieties of plants used for
food and forage today. That includes an astonishing 100,000 varieties of rice, the major staple of the human diet, and more then 1,000
varieties of banana, a nutritious fruit of global importance.
Seeds from these crops, which can be smaller then poppy seeds and
as large as coconuts, are invaluable repositories of plant DNA. They
are the raw material that farmers and researchers rely on to develop
more productive and nutritious plants that can cope with climate
change, new diseases or pests.
About 1,400 seed banks already exist, including large national collections in the United States and China; international ones maintained
by the Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research
(CGIAR), funded by the World Bank, the Food and Agriculture Organization and the United Nations; and small ones at universities and
research labs. Seeds are typically stored at minus 4 degrees Fahrenheit, and are periodically removed and germinated to grow plants,
whose fresh seeds are redeposited.
But only a few dozen of these banks meet international standards,
and even fewer have funding commitments that ensure their longterm maintenance. Indeed, recent surveys have revealed a slow-motion seed bank disaster in the making, with many collections seeing
germination rates well below the internationally agreed upon minimum of 85 percent.
Worse, some seed banks have recently been destroyed, the victims
of war and unrest in Afghanistan, Iraq and Rwanda and a reminder
of the fragility of these resources. A backup bank could resupply
regional banks like those.
Perhaps most important, most of today’s seed banks are designed to be
working banks -- their contents available to breeders and researchers.
That means they are inherently accessible and less then totally secure.
“Svalbard is meant to be the bank of last resort,” said Pat Mooney, executive director of ETC Group, a Canadian civil society organization
focused on food security. “It’s where you go if you can’t go anywhere
else. It’s the backup for the whole world.”
The design, described in a recently released feasibility study, bespeaks
that Armageddon mentality. First, there is the location: The starkly
beautiful and always frozen terrain of Svalbard is, to say the least, off
the beaten track. Home mostly to a small community of scientists, coal
miners and support staff, it is the northernmost place in the world with
scheduled commercial air service.
Arctic foxes, reindeer and polar bears stroll the streets.
Yet it also has the basic infrastructure that’s needed, including a modest
network of roads and an electrical generating plant fed by local coal.
Plans call for a cavern about 50 yards long, 15 feet wide and 15 feet
high. Although it will be built in solid rock, its floor, ceiling and
walls will be lined with three-foot-thick layers of high-quality insulating concrete. The door will be opened only once or twice a year,
to check contents and add new varieties.
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“Even if you waited a couple of years for the serviceman to show up,
it won’t really matter,” quipped Geoffrey Hawtin, a genetic resource
specialist based in England who is serving as a senior adviser to the
Global Crop Diversity Trust.
“One hears so much about mammoth skeletons and that sort of
thing being preserved in the permafrost,” Hawtin said. “But this is
the first deliberate attempt to use the permafrost to conserve what
must be humanity’s most important but least-known resource.”
The Norwegian government is paying for the facility’s construction -an estimated $3 million, with about half of that for the concrete alone,
which must be shipped. After that, annual operating expenses are
expected to be $200,000 at first, dropping to $100,000 by year three.
The trust has established an endowment that so far has $50 million
of the $260 million that will be needed to sustain operations without
depleting its principal. Contributions have come from about a dozen
countries as well as foundations, seed companies and others.
The vault is one of many strategies being implemented in sync
with the International Treaty on Plant Genetic Resources for
Food and Agriculture, which came into force in 2004 and has
been ratified by more then 100 nations. The United States has
signed the treaty, but the Senate has not ratified it. At the first
meeting of the treaty’s governing board last week in Madrid,
representatives agreed on crucial legal language that will allow
nations to maintain essential patent protections while freely
sharing their seeds -- an achievement that participants said
will greatly facilitate nations’ willingness to donate to the Svalbard vault.
Seeds will be sealed in aluminum foil and stored in batches averaging 500 per package, depending on seed size. The facility is designed
to hold 3 million varieties, assuming an average seed size equal to
that of a wheat seed.
Planners had to consider what would happen if global warming continues unabated. Computer models suggest that no matter what, Svalbard
will be one of the coldest places on Earth, Fowler said.
And if, as some models predict, global warming shuts down the
Gulf Stream and turns the Greenland Sea into a place even more
frozen then it is now? It will still be easy enough to keep the door
clear of snow, according to the analysis.
Hope Shand, research director at ETC Group, which champions
farmers’ rights, emphasized that banks such as Svalbard’s are just
one part of the global effort to conserve plant genetic resources. “Ultimately,” Shand said, “it’s the farmers who grow these crops who
are the true custodians of crop diversity.”
If you are interested to check out the other rail perspective from a biblical balanced two rail worldview, keep reading from another author.
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DOES GENETIC ENGINEERING HAVE GOD’S ENDORSEMENT? By Greg Ciola

about not mixing – whether it be in plowing, planting or in the clothes
we wear – what do you think His thoughts would be on gene mixing?
Let me assure you that when DNA genes are taken from one organism
and inserted into another, it too is a defilement of the land and a violation of God’s law!

Stories about genetic engineering have been making headline news
recently. For instance, rice grown with human genes has been given
the green light for commercial production by the USDA. Meat from
cloned animals is now okay for human consumption thanks to the
FDA. The University of Nevada-Reno has created sheep that are 15
percent human at the cellular level in hopes of using these animals as
human organ producing factories in the future. In scientific terms it’s
referred to as xenon-transplantation. On farms across North America
farmers intend to plant record acreage of GM crops in 2007.
Since genetic engineering and biotechnology are now impacting our
lives in so many ways, isn’t it time that it were examined from a
biblical perspective? There is ample evidence from both the Bible
and extra-biblical books that shows strong disapproval of genetic
engineering.
The author of all life is God and according to the first chapter of
the Book of Genesis, He created every species to reproduce after its
own kind. Thus, there is no room in God’s creation for man to step
in and start modifying DNA by cross transplanting the genes from
one organism or species into the DNA of another. In essence, man is
now creating species variants that God never intended to exist. Such
alteration of species specificity is a serious violation of God’s natural
order, and I believe it to be a corruption of life and an abomination
unto the LORD.
“And God said, Let the earth bring forth grass, the herb yielding
seed, and the fruit tree yielding fruit after his kind, whose seed is in
itself, upon earth: and it was so. And the earth brought forth grass,
and herb yielding seed after his kind, and the tree yielding fruit,
whose seed was in itself, after his kind: and God saw that it was
good.” (Genesis 1:11-12)
Unfortunately, the biotech industry has upstaged God’s role in creation by attempting to modify every aspect of life through their dark
science. The genetic codes of each species’ DNA are God’s doing.
They were not put there by some random act of evolution, as most
scientists would like us to believe. In effect, what they are doing is
mocking God by declaring that nearly everything He made is defective and can be improved upon.
In the Old Testament books of Leviticus and Deuteronomy there are
clear instructions on how the Israelites were to farm their land and
grow their food.
“Ye shall keep my statutes. Thou shalt not let thy cattle gender with
a diverse kind: thou shalt not sow thy field with mingled seed: neither shall a garment mingled of linen and woolen come upon thee.”
(Leviticus 19:19)
“Thou shall not sow thy vineyard with diverse seeds: lest the fruit
of thy seed, which thou has sown, and the fruit of thy vineyard be
defiled. Thou shalt not plow with an ox and an ass together. Thou
shalt not wear a garment of diverse sorts, as of woolen and linen
together.” (Deuteronomy 22:9-11)
Notice that if a field was plowed with an ox and an ass it was a violation
of God’s law. If a field was planted with various mixed seeds, it too was a
defilement and violation of God’s law. Therefore, since God is adamant
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Anyone who can see this biotech time bomb with spiritual eyes will understand that genetically modified foods and genetic engineering are not
about improving crops and providing better alternatives to the world.
They’re about playing God and polluting His whole creation. God’s law
doesn’t sanction genetic engineering and it never will, despite the best efforts of the biotech industry to try and present these altered organisms as
something beneficial to the human race. It may very well be genetically
modified foods and genetic engineering that finally bring the wrath of
God down upon us. I personally believe that this gene altering technology is one of the most critical issues the world is now facing.
The world was already destroyed once at the time of Noah because of
what the ancient Book of Jasher seems to clearly indicate was a form of
genetic engineering. If scientists insist on playing God, it may not be
long before such a divine destruction happens again.
While the Book of Jasher is not actually in Holy Scripture, it is mentioned in Joshua 10:13 and 2 Samuel 1:18. The fact that the Bible cites
it twice validates that there was such a book by this name in the
early history of the nation of Israel. The book of Jasher is basically a
parallel narrative of the first five books of Moses with the exception
that it goes into much more detail. With regards to the story of Noah
and the flood, Jasher sheds new light on some of the key events that
were taking place before God destroyed the world. In light of our
current discussion, one of these passages is very pertinent.
“And the sons of men in those days took from the cattle of the earth,
the beasts of the field and the fowls of the air, and taught the mixture of animals of one species with the other, in order therewith to
provoke the Lord; and God saw the whole earth and it was corrupt,
for all flesh had corrupted its ways upon earth, all men and all animals.” (Jasher 4:18)
It’s also rather interesting to note that when Jesus’ apostles asked
Him what it would be like before His return He said it would be like
the time of Noah. Might He have been referring to events similar to
those cited in the Book of Jasher? Is modern genetic research simply a replay of ancient history? The evidence is certainly enough to
make one stop and think.
Notice how God describes the destruction He was about to bring to
the world during Noah’s time in the book of Genesis.
“And the LORD said, I will destroy man whom I have created from
the face of the earth, both man and beast, and the creeping thing,
and the fowls of the air; for it repenteth me that I have made them.”
(Genesis 6:7)
No doubt there were many reasons why it repented the LORD that
He made man, but one of the most significant ones appears to deal
with genetic modification. It is obvious from both Genesis and Jasher
that the whole world had become altered because of the genetic technology that was taking place.
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“The earth also was corrupt before God, and the earth was filled with
violence. And God looked upon the earth, and behold, it was corrupt;
for all flesh had corrupted his way upon earth.” (Genesis 6:11-12)

in the earth. But while we were all sleeping, an enemy came and
sowed counterfeit crops (GMOs) in our fields. They may look just
like the real deal, even when growing side by side with God’s food.
(Doesn’t genetically modified corn look exactly like regular corn?)
But they’re not the same – no more then the wheat and the tares
are the same. Genetically modified crops are counterfeit crops sown
and grown by God’s enemies.

After much deliberation and research, it is my belief that genetically
modified foods and genetic engineering as a whole may be leading
up to a final battle between good and evil. The biotech companies
have drawn a line in the sand and are determined to fight with all
of their resources to implement this technology on a global scale.
Despite past protests against GM foods in Europe and a growing
juggernaut here in America, genetic engineering plods relentlessly
forward – apparently unstoppable! Yet if God’s word can be trusted
– and it can – then it’s just a matter of time before He steps in to put
a halt to this outrage. These huge multinational biotech companies
may in fact be getting into a battle that’s more then they bargained
for.
If you don’t think food is a critical issue in the eyes of God, let me
remind you that it was the consumption of a forbidden food in the
Garden of Eden that led to the fall of man. Adam and Eve broke
God’s very first commandment and ate the food from the Tree of
Knowledge of Good and Evil. Do you really think Satan would forego a strategy that worked so well for him back in the beginning?
Might he now also have the whole world breaking God’s food laws
and eating the wrong food in the form of GMOs? And just remember one very important thing, Satan doesn’t care whether you know
it or not. As long as he can stand before our Heavenly Father and
accuse us to Him, that’s all that matters. (See Revelation 12:10)
If you are still not convinced that genetic engineering violates God’s
law, there is yet another powerful Bible reference that seems to speak
directly to the issue of genetically modified foods. It comes from the
Book of Matthew in the New Testament. Jesus relates a parable that,
to me, is very applicable to the subject.
“And another parable put he forth unto them, saying, ‘The kingdom of heaven is likened unto a man, which sowed good seed in his
field: But while men slept, his enemy came and sowed tares among
the wheat, and went his way. But when the blade was sprung up,
and brought forth fruit, then appeared the tares also. So the servants
of the householder came and said unto him, Sir, did not thou sow
good seed in thy field? From whence then hath it tares? He said
unto them, An enemy has done this. The servants said unto him,
Wilt thou then that we go and gather them up? But he said, Nay; lest
while ye gather up the tares, ye root up also the wheat with them.
Let them both grow together until the harvest: and in the time of
harvest I will say to the reapers, Gather ye together first the tares,
and bind them in bundles to burn them: but gather the wheat into
my barn.’” (Matthew 13:24-30)
For those of you who don’t know what tares are, they are the next
best comparison to a genetically engineered version of wheat. Tares
are a counterfeit form of wheat. They look exactly like wheat and
when they are growing side by side next to good wheat there is no
way to tell the difference until they reach harvest time. When tares
reach their peak they turn black on the top, the grain is not edible,
and the seeds from them in many cases cannot be replanted just like
Terminator seeds.

Jesus went on to explain the interpretation of this parable.
“He that soweth the good seed is the Son of man; the field is the
world; the good seed are the children of the kingdom; but the tares
are the children of the wicked one; The enemy that sowed them is
the devil; the harvest is the end of the world; and the reapers are the
angels. As therefore the tares are gathered and burned in the fire; so
shall it be in the end of this world. The son of man shall send forth
his angels, and they shall gather out of his kingdom all things that offend, and them, which do iniquity; And shall cast them into a furnace
of fire: there shall be wailing and gnashing of teeth. Then shall the
righteous shine forth as the sun in the kingdom of their Father. Who
has ears to hear, let him hear.” (Matthew 13:37-43)
Do you see now how pertinent this parable really is? I think it proves
rather convincingly that biotechnology is satanically inspired. In my
estimation, the multinational biotech companies are playing with fire
and they may very well get burned. Through their DNA modification
research, these corporations have now crossed over into the realm
of the supernatural. Our world will never be the same again as a result of the alterations they are making to nature. Regrettably, GMOs
have now been released into the environment and there is no turning
back.
Even if the biotech industry stopped growing genetically modified
food tomorrow, it would be impossible to totally purge their longlasting side effects from the earth. The hard, plain truth is that all
of the farms in America and around the world growing crops that
contain GMOs are already defiled in God’s eyes. Planting crops free
of GMOs on the same land that once grew them would also defile
and corrupt the new crops. To be purified, the land must be made
to rest for a considerable period of time – a highly unlikely scenario
when you consider the financial impact such an action would have.
Yet, only such a long rest of the land will make the ground once again
acceptable to God. There appears to be no easy way out of the crisis
we have created. In light of the seriousness of the situation, might the
following quote from Habakkuk have anticipated the coming genetic
engineering apocalypse?
“Though the fig tree may not blossom, nor fruit be on the vines;
though the labor of the olive may fail, and the fields yield no food;
though the flock be cut off from the fold, and there be no herd in
the stalls – Yet I will rejoice in the LORD, I will joy in the God of my
salvation.” (Habakkuk 3:17-18)
The following passage from the New Testament should serve as the
final warning to the biotech industry as they plod forward proliferating gene-spliced crops:
“Every plant, which my heavenly Father hath not planted, shall be rooted up.” (Matthew 15:13)© 2007 Greg Ciola - All Rights Reserved

Doesn’t this parable fit our genetic engineering story to a T? God
created the world and sowed good seed (with His DNA blueprint)
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issues. Ciola believes that there is a conscious effort going on to sabotage our health. His mission is to actively educate others by explaining the reasons why many health problems are occurring, and what
can be done so you, your family, and your loved ones can stay well.

an old paradox postulating; if there is no sound would there be ears to
hear, or would the world exist if we turned off the light. Apply that logic
when we deny the existence of the other side. To me rationally if we are
not connected with the other side we remain dumb like an animal with
very limited reason. Even ventured to travel into the vast universe we
would still not have found the missing link analogue the lights switch
not turned on.

website: Healthtruthrevealed.com, E-mail: greg@healthtruthrevealed.com

A Russian Babushka Egg Reflection on the
Apocalypse
To fully understand the coming Apocalypse requires spiritual maturity.
A child not yet educated cannot delineate truth from fiction and begs
the question why is it still so difficult for so many educated university
graduates to understand the Bible? It becomes obvious that a spiritual
book dealing with the spiritual side of man needs a tutor of the Holy
Spirit who wrote the book.
To get connected with that tutor, we must first read the book and find
the connection to follow its trail. On our journey we should watch
out for one-sided confused theologian and scientist, which have been
educated in atheistic based monorail education system leading into a
monorail perspective rather get acquainted with the two dimensional
Heh-Daleth dual railroad worldview perspective you can learn about
reading the first two books on the Internet for free. The reason for being
lopsided out of balance is given in the Bible, which tells us that the denying the existence of the creator develops in not having wisdom to delineate fact from fiction. Because of rejecting God’s existence altogether
will result being already judged and punished. It is like a domino effect
being forced to believe in Satan’s lie, which becomes a straight jacket
with hands tight behind our back to walk the final destination facing
the “White Throne” to be condemned to eternal death to exist no more.
Choose Life - a better choice.
Logically expressed like the cause and effect law operating in our world
would dictate that man could never be forgiven by an “un-person” if denied to exist. Therefore, if God does not exist how could He otherwise
communicate his existence as superior intelligent to me? It is not possible
for a spiritual dead person to recognize God’s spirit consequently can only
become aware of its divine presence reflected in embedded intelligence design if we analyze nature.
However, even understanding physics cannot prove the spiritual world
existing from another dimension because it is conforming to spiritual
laws, which is different like chasing your own tail. We are trapped within a closed system and only extraterrestrial information can break the
cycle. GMO and DNA now getting the attention will always remain a
mystery in the midst of other familiar secrets of nature like magnetism,
electricity, gravity we use but do not know why and where it came from
especially defining “life” or even “death.” Life is the fuel of genetics
and DNA original embedded breathed by God into every cell and made
Adam a living sprit science will never define, unless you delineate the
divine. Intuitively we feel that there is something missing expressed in
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The Bible declares us spiritually dead but gives hope to find the light
switch and would give us a choice just turn on in our innermost being
the light or remain in darkness. That would link us to the other side and
discover that we had along a third eye we never knew existed analogue
the Hebrew code assigned a place in the Alphabet number system and
names it #70-Ayin. A two rail worldview is like the light switch turned
on, which may restore the Ayin sight to see the world from a two perspectives Daleth-Heh dimension like physics-spirit controlled, which ultimately will lead to the source of our existence to discover God. That will
answer many questions why we where created, the purpose for us being
born and why do we live on a defined globe on the edge of the universe
we cannot escape and many more questions answered guaranteed.
However for those in the middle who found the light switch and believes that God exists, He invites them follow the trail now outlined with
the path well illuminated guaranteed to discover the invisible family of
God, which are known as the Saints to be included. They will become
visible on future date being born on the First Resurrection commencing
after the apocalypse 7th trumpet. The placenta at birth representing all evil
perpetrated during 6000 years Zayin age will be discarded and burned. A
new civilization of godly educated people will emerge lasting 1000 years
of peace. God has announced the ending of our civilization like in Noah’s days with a future date imbedded in four babushka eggs and gives
us warning for survival. Nineveh’s messenger Jonah or Methuselah’s49
seemed to be a failure judging its result still God’s mercies promised to
Adam now extending to 6½ billion people today, which is repeated again.
Another Jonah came to New York town announcing a date connected
with two witnesses. Why two? Because in our civilized courts of law, two
witnesses are required to establish truth.
There are now six witness Babushka books on the Internet, which explain the Plan for Humanity since creation never expressed in a total
perspective of a dual railroad perspective science and religion for better
balance. If you started out with the first book you will notice that I use
an analogy like a Russian Babushka egg, which has six eggs identical
imbedded within each other. That is now carried forward and became
four books for mystery reasons I had no control over, all explaining
the same but on different levels. These Babushka books proclaimed the
plan of God for Mankind from God’s perspective and using science,
ancient oracles and prehistoric bronze-gold clocks still not figured out
by scientist how they work in thousand years.
What we will learn from six Babushka eggs is that the new prophesied
age for humanity is called the Kingdom of God [Teth Age] in contrast
with the kingdom of darkness [Zayin Age]. The two witnesses of the
last two booklets mini egg will testify against the most evil generation
49 The name Methuselah means: “When he dies, it will happen.”
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lived during those 6,000 years is the GMO report initiated as a warning for the government on the local to congressional level. The other is
about ancient bronze-gold clocks50 exhibited in many museums around
the world and now deciphered to establish a common Gregorian adjusted calendar to project the Apocalypse accurately. They represent a
dual perspective from science and religion, and all match the same date
2012 and you should ask the question “Why?”

Both run in parallel but are shown as two dials operated autonomously
with different sets of time cycle gears. A cuckoo clock has gears embedded to measure time, and God’s schedule for humankind was, therefore, laid out in advance within the pages of the Bible. God recorded the
most important events in the history of mankind in advance and laid
out the rules how to live in harmony with nature. His hope was that we
would learn about heaven, hell and the future Jod Dimension.

Spiritual blind people will not get it as God prepares the elect for survival to save those who will start a new civilization with godly people
known as the golden age for humanity. To find out what will happen
the next nine years and thereafter and if you are educated to read, you
may be chosen by God to belong. Therefore asked Him to be the tutor
for you and reveal mysteries buried in the Bible. Then we will understand Daniel ending his prophecy and was told that there will be some
“wise” people who will know the total plan of creation for humanity.

This book provides a synopsis of God’s plan from the creation of the
universe to the end of human history. It was written for those who
might not have easy access to a Bible and so includes a thousand Bible
verses that can be read free on the Internet in four languages. The entire
book (or by chapter) may be downloaded for free in all four languages.
Published English, Spanish and German editions may be purchased
through our Amazon book store.

Open any hotel Bible of 1,600 pages expanded into ten thousands of
words expressed in your own ethnic language translated and discover
a micro egg from the Heh dimension code. God’s purpose for humankind
can be summed up in the first three Hebrew words in Genesis linked to, or
completed by, the last two Greek words of Revelation:

[In the beginning,] [created] [God] – [all] [the Saints]
To understand what the Saints are, the reason and their purpose in the universe transcending the time dimension is for you to discover as there exist
now six Babushka eggs containing two books of creation concepts and
four witnesses avoided by the Christian establishment and the scientific
world as Satan will not allow them to be sold in his controlled stores.
The Heh-dimension gives the saints a new royal title with a new name only
you will know personal like a password to eternal relationship with direct
access to the Creator. Then you will know that you belong to his family to
live on a new earth and new heaven of the Jod dimension promised after
the Daleth dimension disappears. They are the ones who have an ear to hear
embedded with a deep spiritual hunger to become a saint. Check it out on
the Internet bookstore, which cannot be silenced by Satan’s henchmen.

Babushka Book References
The First Babushka book, Apocalypse Prophesied: From Eden to New Jerusalem, presents
God’s 7,000-year Plan for Humanity depicted by a
cuckoo clock system composed of two dials. Each
dial marks the time dimension by cycles according
to the Hebrew Rosetta Stone 7:5 ratio - a peculiar
clock used on earth. Anciently, the earth experienced a wobble in its rotational axes that required
early priests and astronomers to devise calendars
with two dials. One dial became the time cycle allocation for Satan the school teacher of evil, and the
other clock dial became the history trail for mortals, who are the students in Satan’s school.
50 Asteriod Answers to Ancient Calendar Mysteries.
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The Second Babushka book, Mystery of Tammuz
17: Ancient Hebrew Keys to Dating the Apocalypse, details the main events of the Apocalypse.
The seven years ending our present age of human
strife under Satan’s schooling ends with the birth
of the Saints, the graduates of Satan’s school who
will be resurrected into the Jod dimension.
The present, corrupt and evil world system will be
terminated and burnt by cleansing fire to remove
harmful genetically modified organisms. Satan
and his school will be disposed of - like a placenta
no longer needed. As the inoculated against evil
Saints are released from the present age school of
evil, the teacher is put in jail for one thousand years. This book explains
many mysteries found in reading the Bible that have stumped theologians
for centuries. In particular, it explains how key events of the Apocalypse
can now be dated and why it was not possible before. The prophesied
Apocalypse will take place over a seven-year period, which was precisely
scheduled from the beginning of time.
Those interested to know how, when and what will happen must read
this second Babushka book specializing in the Apocalypse, 21 December 2008-2015. It is also translated and found online in four languages.
It was also written for those who might not have easy access to a Bible
and so includes a thousand Bible verses that can be read free on the
Internet in four languages. The entire book (or
by chapter) may be downloaded for free in all
four languages. Published English, Spanish and
German editions may be purchased through our
Amazon book store.
The Third Babushka book, Asteroid Answers
to Ancient Calendar Mysteries: 2012, Aztec
Pyramids, Antikythera & Other Ancient Calendar Clocks, is about this special place we call
earth and how it got started. Since many theologians and scientist are ignorant of the Bible
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and nature, they think that God must be stupid. They do not think He
has a Plan that He can manage. They do not know about His cuckoo
clock seen above his Throne in Heaven as described by John in the book
of Revelation. Yet, the ancients did know some interested parts of the
story, which serve as independent, historical witnesses across the ages
and from around the world that confirm the prophetic, written Word of
God called the Bible.
Keeping a schedule for people and Satan requires a clock, and I am not
surprised to find one clock veiled in heaven as the plan for humanity
originated there. Clocks are as important on earth as they are in heaven
because we mortals are usually running out of time. It is one of our most
frequent complaints.
Because the earth once had a rotational wobble, it posed a great challenge to early scientists and priest. It is very interesting to see how various ancient cultures solved the common problem of uneven years and
shifting lengths of seasons by building so many pyramids, outdoor
observatories, clocks and calendars. Each of their complicated systems
required advanced mathematics, which has not been understood in
modern times because almost all university researchers assume that the
earth’s seasonal cycles have remained unchanged for billions of years.
This book required a great deal of research work balanced with wisdom, which took some time to accumulate.
To tell scientists believing in evolutionary fairytales elevated to educational dogma requiring billions of years is a challenge to any writer. Yet,
with all of our modern technology, most still do not know the purpose for
human existence and do not know why the universe exists either. God
at last now revealed through my hard work, many mysteries concerning ancient bronze-gold clocks hanging in museums, ancient pyramids
and stone circles and even reason for some of the traditionally preserved
features found in fancy clocks from the Middle Ages that really served
no critical function, such as the last ancient astrological clock design in
Prague high up the bell tower that even serves as a model for a cuckoo
clock sold to tourists.
This book upends a lot of faulty teaching found in universities being postulated by an atheistic academic priesthood trying to undermine and silence God’s Word. Ancient clocks adjusted to NASA atom clock calculations
were needed by God, and by mankind, to keep a redemption plan right on
schedule. That schedule reveals preset dates of ancient prophecies dated
like a railroad is planned with stations in different time zones.
Not knowing God’s Plan for Humanity has created much confusion
in Bible seminaries, where ivory tower philosophers come up with all
kinds of dogmas that do not make scientific sense. Faith got a bad repudiation from these dreamed up religious dogmas because the theologians did not recognize the logical, scientific evidence embedded in the
Bible, which is identified clearly once one knows God’s Plan for a new
Jod universe. We can find out about the schedule and learn a lot about
physics in the process. Bible prophecy connects to a time dimension following scientific laws, which puts the Bible back on top, worthy once
again of great respect.
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The Fifth Babushka book, Reflections on Global
Warming, is about one of the latest and most popular hot buttons for politicians to put more money
in their pocket. Not surprisingly, they are not interested to learn that historical events reported in
the Bible can tell us the cause of global warming.
We can read about climate change in ancient books
of many civilizations especially coming from a historic 4,000-year Bible perspective. Learning about
events recorded by ancient eyewitness can aid us
in a global warming theory why the weather is
changing in our time which could give us enough data for a climate
model and not wasting a lot of dollars in wild speculative assumption
on top of assumption. Therefore global warming discussion connected
with the Bible should not be stifled by the establishment as I invite my
fellow scientists to get a little educated in the true realism of what is
happening to our globe from a spiritual Christian perception using an
dual rail approach.
If you want to be educated in science from God’s perspective, this short
booklet unifies a number of scientific and theological concepts that are
scaled from larger to smaller patterns of structured principles and revelation. Studying God’s creation increases knowledge and makes us wiser.
The Sixth Babushka book, A Donut Atom Nuclear Story, is
about how God created the universe. For centuries people
looked up into the starry sky and wondered about how it got
started. How old is the universe? Why does it exist?
When electron microscopes were invented, it became possible
to look at the universe found within an atom. At the subatomic
and atomic levels, the smallest scale model of the entire universe may be
found. The universe’s vast spaces between humongous galaxies are replicated by the relatively vast spaces found between an atom’s particles.
Today, peering through a telescope or a microscope looks the same.
Many forces we experience daily cannot be fully explained by physics.
For example, how is “life” manufactured? Where did it come from?
The same line of questioning applies to gravity, which is still a mystery.
Add to it magnetism, electricity, light and what we call the dimension
of time, and even more concepts debated in science and religion in fact
become even more complex. Their study demands a concentrated gathering of information that seems to come with a lot of confusion not following the path of logic. They become so complex that their equations
cannot be processed without massive computers capable of handling
billions data bytes per second.
However, God has turned on the light to shine in darkness. Now, for the
first time in history, His Plan for Humanity has been more completely
revealed from the dual perspective of applied science and the Bible.
That is because the time has come for the Apocalypse to begin, which
will consummate human history outside of God’s government. These
ideas will not be found in theological institutions or explained in the
halls of leading universities. They arrived just in time to set the record
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straight for scientists during a generation degenerated by an atheistic
education system and devoid of common sense.

foretold in that magazine article. That would explain the American
military force absent in Revelation, which experienced a total collapse
of their high tech military capability as the magazine story sheds more
light on my second Babushka book.

This final Babushka book presents a new theory of atomic structure.
Many believe in fairytales and false doctrines invented by fallible human beings that blind them to the total picture of God’s plan for humankind from a heavenly or Heh perspective. To understand the time
dimension of the material universe, we need clocks. The first cuckoo
clock invented is in heaven. It was not made in Germany.
But clocks with cycle gears are linked to calendars that must work together like calculators measuring time. It requires a little background
knowledge to understand how it works. My theory of atomic structure
is a concept from the Bible that is much better at explaining the laws
of physics, such as how gravity works. I present it from a biblical perspective unheard of in the halls of higher education. The Donut Atom
Theory explores an intelligence system embedded within the rainbow
found above God’s throne in the bible’s book of Revelation. It looks
at atomic structure and the physical laws of the universe from God’s
perspective. To read it, one must first acquire a little instruction on
how atoms were created as related to the beginning of the universe.
The answer conforms to God’s Plan for Humanity. Without that plan
nothing makes sense, which is why atheistic university halls are full of
confusion and false teaching. My last Babushka book explains nuclear
science in simple language for the average person.
All six Babushka eggs come together in one unifying concept expressed
in a two-rail perspective from a 4,000-year-old book, the Bible, which
humanity has mostly rejected. The GMO story has answered the question why will there be an Apocalypse and started out with a letter send
to the Board of Supervisor in Mendocino California in November 2006
and later reprinted slightly edited in the Anderson Valley Advertiser Newspaper, Mendocino, California. Since that time I collected six
month of scientific magazine articles data appearing nation wide until
May 2007 to measure its progress and let you now how late it is on
God’s clock. I was shocked to say the least as new developments in the
GMO Frankenstein world will and must usher in the Apocalypse to
save humanity from extinction as the process of extinction in the animal-vegetable kingdom is now started.
The green horse rider in Revelation can now be identified as the GMO
technicians causing 1/3 of the world population to die according to
Revelation. God is love and would never indiscriminately kill without
purpose. Seeing humanity destroying themselves and with it the environment the very earth giving life to all what has breath now totally
destroying it with flesh eating bacteria resurrected from the grave and
vast nuclear contamination from New York to nuclear destruction of
many cities in the Middle East, heated up in a conflict with 200 million
soldiers in another world war and in addition genetic destroying all
food to become extinct must be stopped. Reading about China’s space
threat in Popular Mechanics51 makes me wonder how 200 million soldiers could have assembled for the last battle in Armageddon, which
must have had all communication satellites world wide destroyed as

I wrote you a roadmap to survive and possible stay alive through the holocaust costing me much of my retirement since I have grandchildren and ask
the question; what will you do?
Going back to the congressional investigation March 2007 why bees dying on a massive scale, if God does not interferes with an Apocalypse as
prophesied to save some of humanity then believe the one lone honest scientist prediction standing before a congressional committee March 2007
to senators will then match my biblical worldview laid out in four books
with a lot of scientific and Biblical information to add to his prophecy.

Watch 9 February 2009, and you be the judge!
CITIZEN PETITION
BEFORE THE UNITED STATES FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION
__________________________________________

CENTER FOR FOOD SAFETY et al., Petitioners,
(660 Pennsylvania Ave, SE, Suite 302
Washington, DC 20003)
v. Docket Number _________
Filed With:
ANDREW C. VON ESCHENBACH , Acting Commissioner
Division of Dockets Management
Food and Drug Administration
5630 Fishers Lane, Room 1061
Rockville, MD 20852
MIKE LEAVITT
Secretary of Health and Human Services
U.S. Department of Health and Human
200 Independence Avenue, S.W.)
Washington, D.C. 20201)
____________________
PETITION SEEKING REGULATION OF CLONED ANIMALS
Pursuant to the Right to Petition Government Clause contained in the First Amendment of the United States
Constitution,1 the Administrative Procedure Act,2 and

51 China’s Space Thread –Battlefield Space, by Carl Hoffman, Popular Mechanics, July 2007.
popularmechanics.com
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1 “Congress shall make no law ... abridging ... the right of the people ...
to petition Government for a redress of grievances.” U.S. Const. amend. I.
The right to “petition for redress of grievances is among the most precious
of the liberties safeguarded by the Bill of Rights.” United Mine Workers
of Am., Dist. 12 v. Ill. State Bar Ass’n, 389 U.S. 217, 222 (1967). It shares
the “preferred place” accorded in our system of government to the First
Amendment freedoms, and has “sanctity and a sanction not permitting
dubious intrusions.” Thomas v. Collins, 323 U.S. 516, 530 (1945). “[A]ny
attempt to restrict those First Amendment liberties must be justified by
clear public interest, threatened not doubtful or remotely, but by clear
and present danger.” Id. The Supreme Court has recognized that

curbing the proliferation of the right to petition is logically implicit in,
and fundamental to, the very idea of a republican form of government.

2 the Food and Drug Administration’s (“FDA”) implementing regulations,

3 petitioners respectfully request that the FDA regulate cloned animals
as a “new animal drug” subject to the relevant requirements of the Federal Food Drug and Cosmetic Act(“FFDCA”).
4 FDA’s continued failure to regulate cloned animals is inconsistent
with its regulatory authority and with its treatment of genetically engineered animals and other cloned products as drugs. This action is necessary to ensure that food from animal clones does not pose safety risks
to consumers and that animal cloning does not pose new animal cruelty
risks. In addition, this action requests that the ethical issues of animal
cloning be thoroughly examined prior to any commercialization of any
food products derived from cloned animals. Until a cloned animal, its
products, or progeny have gone through a new animal drug process
and the proper National Environmental Policy Act (“NEPA”) review,
FDA must impose a mandatory moratorium on the distribution of food
or feed from cloned animals into the marketplace.
ACTIONS REQUESTED

Specifically, petitioner seeks the following:
1. Issuance of an interpretive rule requiring all producers of animal
clones to comply with the Federal Food and Drug Cosmetic Act’s new
animal drug requirements and FDA’s implementing regulations before
permitting the sale of any cloned animals or cloned food products, including reviewing the health risks from consuming milk or meat products from the offspring of cloned animals.
2. Conversion of its voluntary moratorium on food or feed from cloned
animals into a mandatory moratorium until each product of cloning
completes the new animal drug process.
3. Preparation of an Environmental Impact Statement (“EIS”) evaluating
the environmental and health effects of each new animal drug petition.
Creation of an Advisory Committee to address the
ethical issues of animal cloning by the Health and Human Services Department.
PETITIONER

Petitioner, Center for Food Safety (CFS), is a nonprofit based in Washington, DC that works to protect human health and the environment by
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United States v. Cruikshank, 92 U.S. 542, 552 (1875). 2
5 U.S.C. § 553(e). 3 21 C.F.R. §§ 10.20, 10.30. 4 21 U.S.C.
§ 360b. 3 harmful food production technologies and
by promoting organic and other forms of sustainable
agriculture.
Petitioner, American Anti-Vivisection Society (AAVS), is a non-profit
animal advocacy and educational organization that unequivocally opposes and works to end experiments on animals, and opposes all forms
of cruelty to animals. Founded in 1883, AAVS is the oldest organization
in the United States devoted to ending the use of animals in research,
testing, and education.5
Petitioner, Center for Environmental Health (CEH), is a non-profit
organization that advocates for public health. CEH prevents pollution
and protects the public from toxic chemicals and hazards in consumer
products, promoting safe, sustainable food choices and other healthier
products and practices.
Petitioner, Consumer Federation of America (CFA), is an alliance of
over 300 organizations, whose combined membership exceeds 50 million people. CFA members are local, state, and national consumer advocacy organizations, senior citizen associations, consumer cooperatives,
trade unions and anti-hunger and food safety organizations. Founded
in 1968, CFA employs research, education and advocacy to shape financial services, energy, health care, food, and international trade policies that serve the needs of American consumers. The organization’s
policy positions are established by vote of member group representatives. CFA’s Food Policy Institute was created in 1999. The Institute staff
works to create rational, equitable and responsible food and agricultural policies that will assure all have access to an adequate supply of
safe and nutritious food.
Petitioner, Food & Water Watch, is a non-profit group based in Washington DC that challenges the economic and political forces promoting industrialized food production and the privatization of the oceans
and fresh water resources on the local, national and international levels.
Through research, public and policymaker education, media, and lobbying, we advocate the development of food systems that guarantee
safe, wholesome food produced in a humane and sustainable manner;
inform citizens about the dangers posed by industrialized agriculture
and aquaculture; and protect people and the environment by preventing the shift of control of water resources including oceans, rivers and
groundwater, from the public to private corporations.
Petitioner, Friends of the Earth (FOE), is located at 1717 Massachusetts
Avenue, NW, Suite 600, Washington, DC 20036. FOE is a non-profit organization that seeks to create a more healthy, just world. FOE is the
U.S. voice of Friends of the Earth International, the world’s largest federation of democratically elected grassroots environmental groups, located in 70 countries. 5 AAVS emphasizes that the recommendations
that follow aim to limit animal suffering and in no way endorse animal
research.4
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Petitioner, Humane Society of the United States (HSUS), a non-profit
charitable organization headquartered in Washington, D.C., is the largest
animal protection organization in the United States, with nearly 10 million members and constituents. The HSUS protects all animals through
education, investigation, litigation, legislation, advocacy and field work.
Petitioner, the Religious Coalition for Reproductive Choice, brings the
moral power of religious communities to ensure reproductive choice
through education and advocacy. The Coalition seeks to give clear voice
to the reproductive issues of people of color, those living in poverty, and
other underserved populations. Founded in 1973, the Religious Coalition comprises national organizations from major faiths and traditions,
religiously affiliated and independent religious organizations, affiliates
throughout the country, the national Clergy for Choice Network, Spiritual Youth for Reproductive Freedom chapters,
The Black Church Initiative and individuals who support reproductive choice and religious freedom.
STATEMENT OF GROUNDS
I. INTRODUCTION
Despite its preeminent role in protecting the nation’s food supply, FDA’s
actions have failed to provide strict regulatory oversight over animal
cloning. FDA has stated that it is examining the science to determine
whether animal cloning endangers animals and our food supply. Please
read the rest on the Internet where I copied it from: www.foodsafetynow.org.
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What is Faith in the Future Foundation?
Faith in the Future Foundation provides insights into how and why the
world is as it is from an integrated perspective of science and spirituality.
In our pages you will find solutions that you can apply to your own life
now and faith in the ultimate outcome of the world’s current trajectory towards increasing political and economic oppression of a global supercultural based on materialism and spiritual confusion. While the short term
future looks ominous, there are a number of sound reasons for hope. We
do not give up the fight: we endure and continue in confidence.
To most people, what is referred to as “Christianity” seems irrelevant
to our modern world. Despite that understandable perception, we believe that the Bible has the answer to the big questions of life when it
is unlocked by insights from natural science. By integrating scientific
observations with a better understanding of human history, Faith in the
Future Foundation offers you valuable educational tools in your search
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for spiritual meaning and purpose - for your own life and that of the
entire planet. We pray that this support will encourage you towards
living a life now that bears abundant fruit in the lives of your family
and friends, as well as helping you along on your own journey into an
eternity joyfully spent with the Creator who defines true love.
The foundation is not related to any Christian denomination or church.
Hence, our Statement of Faith is simple. How each of us puts the principles below to work in his or her personal life varies. Life is a growth
experience that occurs at different rates of consciousness and behavior
modification. The most important thing is to be on the only guaranteed
spiritual way to a good eternity, which is based on these points:
•

The Bible is God’s word or testimony, the divine revelation of His
will and purpose for life. It is the written expression of His Spirit.

•

Personal faith in Jesus the Messiah and obedience to God's Word,
according to one's understanding, is the only way to receive the
Holy Spirit of God, who is the presence of the Father and the Son
in the believer, creating a new life that will last for eternity.

•

The Holy Spirit is required for continued growth in spiritual
matters such as overcoming sin (a changed life today) and a
better understanding of the Bible.

Faith in the Future Foundation considers itself a delivery service for
the good news of God’s coming kingdom without respect to persons or
organizations.
Faith in the Future Foundation teaches that a believer's "citizenship is
in heaven." The directors do not endorse or support any political party,
military operation, forced conversion or change of religious or philosophical beliefs, national entity or any activity that seeks to bring biblical prophecies to pass in this world and time. God is Almighty and able
to bring about His prophecies without dependence on human works.
He alone can judge the mortal heart and determine a person's spiritual
condition and future in eternity.
You may contact us by mail at:
Faith in the Future Foundation
PO Box 6384
Minneapolis, MN 55406
Online at: http://www.faithfuturefoundation.org
Christopher J. Patton, President
Faith in the Future Foundation
March 21, 2007
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